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Small-to-medium enterprises (SMEs) are a vital part of Australia’s ICT industry.  SMEs are a source of innovation and

inspiration, and provide the powerhouse that drives Australia’s ICT industry forward.

Yet many SME companies are challenged not by a lack of drive, talent, ideas or products, but by the daunting task

of marketing their company, products and services in an increasingly competitive market place. 

Most marketing workshops, seminars and guides fail to recognise that SMEs have very different marketing needs 

to larger companies.  Smaller companies rarely have the resources to engage in campaigns on a par with large

multinational companies, and often struggle to find information and ideas on how to successfully market 

smaller organisations. 

AIIA’s Local Industry Action Group (LIAG) is committed to supporting and strengthening the local ICT industry in

Australia.  Recognising the importance of marketing to SMEs and the lack of resources available, LIAG has 

developed this SME Marketing Guide in conjunction with marketing specialists, Porter Novelli.

AIIA’s SME Marketing Guide provides practical advice on a range of marketing, public relations and communication

issues.  A utilitarian handbook, the guide provides clear advice on marketing basics and employs ICT-based case

studies to highlight the practical issues involved in marketing smaller ICT firms.

The guide also offers step-by-step suggestions and useful templates - such as developing a marketing plan, 

positioning your product and assessing your competitors - which will assist local SMEs to unlock their sales and 

marketing potential. 

On behalf of AIIA, I would like to thank the sponsors and contributors to this guide - WebCentral, Porter Novelli,

AIIA’s Local Industry Action Group, and the many small-to-medium enterprises that contributed their time, advice

and case studies to create this valuable resource. 

For more information on AIIA and its range of programs, including the popular AIIA Marketing Forum, 

visit www.aiia.com.au.

Rob Durie

Chief Executive Officer

Australian Information Industry Association
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Using the SME marketing guide

What is marketing?

You have most probably heard other business people talking about their marketing activities and probably have a

pretty good idea of what they mean.  You may want to market your own business, but do not know where to start. 

Whether this is the first time you have embarked on a marketing campaign or would simply like to know how to

enhance your existing marketing activities, this guide can provide valuable, practical information on how to do 

this effectively. 

But first, it makes sense to define marketing and to define sales, as these two terms are often confused. 

Marketing and sales are sometimes wrongly assumed to be the same.

While both ways of reaching customers are important to the success and growth of your business, marketing

involves a whole range of tools and techniques to convey your messages to your customers.

Marketing - “the commercial processes involved in promoting and selling and distributing a product or service”.

Source: http://dictionary.reference.com/

Put simply, marketing is a way of telling customers that you have what they want. It creates the desire and

demand for your products or services. 

Why do we have marketing?

While you are probably already successfully selling your products or services to your customers, you might think 

you don’t need marketing and perhaps you don’t.  However, marketing really can enhance even the most 

successful business.

Marketing is a defined, strategic way of conveying your messages to new customers who may not be easily reached

or to promote new products or services to existing customers to encourage them to buy more from you.  It allows

you to communicate messages that are unique to your business to new customers who are not currently aware of

what you offer, have not bought from you before or may not know that your products or services even exist.  It also

serves as a useful reminder to existing customers of how your products or services are being updated to meet their

changing needs.

Embarking on a marketing campaign can seem quite daunting.  After all, isn’t it something that large companies

employ specialists to do? This guide will show you how you can easily use a number of different tools and 

techniques to create demand for your products or services without it costing you a fortune.

http://dictionary.reference.com/


How is marketing different to sales?

A sale is all about fulfilling the demand that already exists.  For instance, if you have decided to buy a new telephone

handset for your home, you would go to your local electronics retailer and buy the equipment.  You might look at

product brochures and newspaper advertisements to get the best price, but aside from that, you had already 

decided to purchase a new handset.  If you have not been receiving leaflets from your local electronics retailer 

persuading you that you should upgrade your old handset, seen any advertisements from them nor read about 

telephone handsets in newspapers, magazines or online, you did not decide to buy your telephone handset as a

result of marketing.   You had a need and actively sought to fulfil it without external influence or prompting.

This guide will provide you with information, tips and case studies on techniques you might want to use to increase

sales of your products and services.  The aim of this guide is to show you how simple marketing techniques

can help you to grow your business - whether it’s placing an ad in the yellow pages, local paper, online or even

creating and promoting products and services through your own website.

We recommend that you read through the guide and follow through each of the individual steps to create your own 

marketing plan.  If you plan well, understand your target markets through market research, think carefully about the

execution of the tactics you choose, and implement each step of your marketing plan with thought, you will more

often than not create more opportunities for your business.

Of course, marketing is far more than can be contained in a guide like this one, so if you feel you would like to know

more about marketing or create a more comprehensive marketing plan for your business, you may wish to explore

the contacts in the back of the guide.
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Before spending any money on marketing and before you begin writing your marketing plan, the most important

thing to do is to research your market.  

Market research can be primary research (conducting the research to provide original data), or informal, secondary

research, (such as researching on the Internet and looking at the results of other surveys). 

Primary research 

Primary market research is usually done by a research company, academics or analyst firms, and can be quantitative

(providing numbers-based results) or qualitative (providing more open, subjective, in-depth insights). Primary market

research can be useful for:

•  Identifying the needs and wants of your current or potential customers,

•  Providing facts and insights on the unknown,

•  Tracking consumer trends and predicting future customer needs,

•  Identifying target markets,

•  Testing creative concepts for advertising,

•  Developing creative ideas for marketing and new products, and

•  Testing new product ideas and pricing.

All of these factors are vital in creating your marketing plan. 

Different forms of primary market research include: 

•  Focus groups – This involves a mediator leading a group of consumers (usually no more than 12 people)

through a series of questions and topics. This method can be particularly useful for testing advertising ideas

and formulating key messages, particularly as the interaction between participants stimulates the group to

discuss ideas they may not have otherwise considered.  Focus groups generally result in more qualitative

insights, which are subjective in nature. It should also be noted that this form of research can be more

expensive, particularly if participants are paid.

•  One-to-one interviews – Usually qualitative, this research method involves a mediator using open-ended

questions to gain in-depth information on a particular subject. While the results of this sort of research 

can’t be seen as a representation of the population, it can be useful in providing more in-depth insights 

on a particular topic.

•  Surveys – Surveys, or questionnaires, require participants to respond to a series of set questions and are

generally used to gain quantitative information on a consumer segment. They can be useful for gaining 

statistics on awareness of your product or service, or specific feelings about a particular topic. They can be

conducted on paper, in the form of a questionnaire, over the phone, or through an ‘interruption survey’

where participants are approached in a public place such as a shopping centre.
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•  Observational research – Also known as ‘ethnographic research’, this technique involves being a neutral

observer of customers as they perform duties such as shopping, or using a product. While, again, this

research method is very subjective in nature, it can help you to understand the purchasing behaviour of

customers and how they make decisions.  Another observational research technique, called ‘mystery 

shoppers’, can provide your business with an insight into how your customers perceive the service 

you offer. 

Secondary research 

More commonly used, and cheaper to conduct, secondary research involves analysing pre-existing 

information. Secondary research can be useful for: 

•  Tracking what your competitors are doing,

•  Gaining information on new trends, and

•  Keeping up-to-date with the latest media reports.

Secondary research can be conducted in many ways, the most popular of which include:

•  Searching the Internet – Search engines such as Google.com can provide you with links to a wealth of

data that has already been written about your business, your industry, and the latest trends. 

•  Market research reports – Look online for market research reports that have already been conducted into

areas of interest for your company.  Although sometimes you may have to pay a fee to view them, 

using pre-existing data can be a cheaper option than commissioning the research yourself. 

•  Media monitoring – Monitoring media reports on your industry can be useful not only for keeping tabs on

risk and trends in your business, but are also a great way to keep on top of any marketing opportunities. 

If you don’t have the capacity in your organisation for someone to keep an eye on industry publications,

media monitoring organisations can provide this service to you. Subscribing to industry e-newsletters can

also be a great way to watch for trends regularly being reported by the media. Google also provides a 

limited free News Alert service, where you can specify key words such as the name of your company or

product and receive email notifications of online news coverage of these.

•  Searching competitor websites – Look on competitor websites to keep track of their marketing 

strategies and what they are doing to promote their products.

•  Monitoring online forums where your product is discussed - this might include weblogs, or your own

web forum. This can provide information on customer thoughts, without you having to pay for a research

company to interview them. 

•  Analyst groups - Analyst groups such as Frost and Sullivan, Gartner, and IDC can also be useful in 

providing industry information.
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Getting to know your market environment

Investigating your market environment helps to build a more complete picture, helping you to understand the 

external factors that influence changes to the market and may have flow-on effects for your business.  This information

helps you to make timely changes to your business to ensure that you can deliver your products or services 

according to changing market demand.  For instance, if a number of competitors have recently decreased the price

of their products, you may need to decide if you should do the same or perhaps include an extra feature in an 

existing product in order to remain competitive.

When researching the market, it is important to take into account the local, regional, national and offshore 

environment with regard to your area of expertise, including:

• What trends are emerging,

•  Who are your main competitors,

•  What new technologies are available,

•  What opportunities exist to broaden your customer base (e.g. Internet marketing, marketing to 

multicultural communities, targeting national and international customers via the Internet),

•  What export opportunities exist, and

•  What opportunities exist to advertise your product or service?

In addition to researching the external environment, it is important to evaluate your internal market environment

because it is not only external factors that could affect the success of your business.  Internal environment factors

include barriers to growth, location, staff numbers and skill level, the size and location of your customer base, 

time and monetary resources.

Your resources for research include:

•  The Internet,

•  Newspapers and business magazines – these help you to keep abreast of news in your industry, giving you

valuable insights and perhaps inspiring new ideas on how to do business,

•  Networking with other business professionals through dedicated business groups or by attending relevant

industry or business events,

•  Industry associations – these are a great resource for information and referrals, and

•  Secondary data such as competitors’ annual reports or brochures.

These next two case studies show how two local SMEs researched their market environment and as a result 

created very successful marketing outcomes.
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Case study - The Distillery 
Canberra, Washington, London

‘Connecting the dots to create a global image’

The Distillery (www.thedistillery.com.au) was established in 1997 by government intelligence officials.  

The company is headquartered in Canberra and serves clients in the areas of law enforcement, national security,

defence and commercial fraud.  Until 2001 its focus and customer base was mainly the Australian public sector.

The tragic events of that year changed the world and prompted The Distillery to become a global enterprise.

National security agencies across the world, previously geared to a Cold War environment, suddenly had a

change of focus from the ‘enemy without’ to the ‘enemy within’.  Existing systems and organisational cultures

were not equipped to share vital information.  The information that could have prevented 9/11 was available but

no one was able to ‘connect the dots’.

The Distillery developed technology that could solve some of these problems and wanted to make its offerings 

available globally.  In order to be noticed in the crowded international market, the company needed to adopt 

appropriate marketing strategies.  The company decided to re-brand. 

National security agencies make their judgments by linking the dots (e.g. people, locations, events, objects and

so on), which, when connected, give a reliable picture of what the future holds.  The Distillery adopted the ‘join

the dots’ visual theme to its name.  Combined with the byline “making the world a safer place”, the company

achieved a very powerful and cost effective visual message with the help of a graphic designer, marketing 

consultant and professional writers.

When 9/11 occurred, The Distillery had 20 staff based in Canberra.  In 2005, staff numbers had grown to more

than 80, with offices in Washington and London, representation in New Zealand and South Africa and a 

growing number of clients and partners across the globe.  Through an investigation of the needs of its potential

customers post 9/11, The Distillery understood that their brand needed to convey how their offerings met the

needs of customers to build a picture of the ‘enemy within’.

Old Logo:

New Logo:

Researching and understanding the marketing environment and using this information to help plan the delivery of

marketing messages to specific target markets is something The Distillery demonstrates very well.
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Case study - Shine Technologies 
Melbourne

‘The power of brand’

When ICT consultancy Shine Technologies (www.shinetech.com) - specialists in developing intuitive, high 

performance systems - was founded eight years ago it was operated by two people.  This company’s Java and

J2EE based software development solutions were highly valued by its clients, with most business being gained

through word-of-mouth.  The concern was whether this was enough to sustain business over the long term.  

The company needed to be seen as a business entity.  The only marketing materials that were used were plain

black and white business cards, which were not very memorable.  An opportunity arose to be part of an ICT

trade show, and Shine decided it needed a stronger image, and that the ICT trade show would provide an ideal

opportunity to present this image to their target market.  The company recognised that they did not have 

the expertise in-house to build a new brand image.  So, Shine Technologies hired the services of a 

communications company to help build Shine’s brand with professional artwork for its business cards,

brochures and website.  In keeping with the innovative systems developed by Shine, a ‘funky’, yet sensible 

and professional image was created.

Writing the content for the brochures and website created an opportunity for the company to define what it

wanted to achieve. Having a new ‘look’ for business cards and documents was exciting, enabling consultants

to feel more confident when communicating with their clients and leaving materials for prospective clients. 

For a small outlay of less than $2,000, the company was equipped to do business professionally with 

“a passion for excellence”. The new-look materials not only prepared Shine Technologies for the ICT trade

show, but was the incentive for a more aggressive business development strategy.

The company now has 30 employees, and is still growing. 

It’s not enough to know you’re good - you have to look good too.

The case studies above demonstrate how gaining an understanding of what your customers want and using 

marketing and branding to change your image can help you to grow your business.
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Getting to know your target market

Another key starting point in marketing is identifying the people who you think may need your product or service.

What type of people are they? Where do they live? Why do they need what you have to offer?

Many small businesses know very little about their customers and try to reach the entire market by attempting to be

‘all things to all people’ - with limited success.  This is a ‘hit or miss’ approach that can be detrimental to a small

business’ limited marketing resources.  

People and business needs are different, so they may require a different version of the same product, may be 

prepared to pay different prices, may be reached by different marketing methods and buy their goods using 

different methods.

It is important to get to know your current and potential customers, then research and analyse them to identify the

best ways of communicating and ultimately selling your product or service to them. 

One method of doing this is known as audience segmentation.  Segmenting your audience involves finding 

similar characteristics among your existing customers or among the potential customers that you are targeting.  

This involves dividing up the target group into smaller segments and regarding each segment as a separate 

audience for marketing purposes.

For example:

•  Current clients,

•  Last year’s clients who have not bought your products or services this year,

•  Those clients who have purchased more than $10,000 worth of services or goods, or

•  Potential clients who own a small business and are located within a 5km radius of the office.

The next step is to select a particular market segment that contains similar characteristics, is large and accessible

and sufficiently economically viable to warrant focusing your marketing resources on this segment.  

Demographic data (information about the characteristics of a population) and socio-economic data (information

about spending patterns and income) allow you to be selective about the target group that you focus on.

For instance, one market could be the male population.  Further segmentation would focus on males 30-40 years of

age who live in Sydney.  This is a specific target market that is easy to identify and focus on.

The degree to which you need to segment your customer base will largely depend on how complicated your 

product or service is and to what degree your product or service can be customised to fit the needs of 

different customers.
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Understanding your market segment

Once you have identified and segmented your target audience, it is highly advisable to gain an in-depth understanding

of how your business sits within its specific market.  This includes understanding your business’ present share in the

market, why it is currently performing in this way and understanding the way that both customers and competitors

view your business. 

There are many tools for researching your market segment in order to answer the questions outlined above. 

Such tools include:

•  Focus groups - at its simplest this could involve asking your regular customers a series of short questions

about your service, why they buy from you and so on.  This can be done face-to-face, online or through

direct mail,

•  Counting your customers and measuring how much they have spent with you, and

•  Conducting feedback-style surveys to gauge how effective your product or service is at present. 

You are also likely to find plenty of information about your business’ market on the Internet. The Internet can be an

extremely useful and cost-effective resource, but you may find that you need to pay for specific research papers

compiled by experts and business analysts.  Reputable information providers such as Dow Jones Interactive,

Hoover’s Online, LexisNexus and Investext may charge you on a subscription basis, or a pay-per-use basis.  

The advantage of these subscription-based services is that they will provide more in-depth information.

Tailor the style of research you use to the findings of your target market research and segmentation.  For example, 

if you wish to target males aged 30-40 who live in Sydney, ask yourself whether it would be better to reach them 

via an online survey emailed through your customer database, or by grouping them together in person for a 

discussion-based focus group session. 

It is also worthwhile to regularly read financial press, such as the Australian Financial Review, which comments on

listed companies and how they are performing in the market.  While many SMEs like yours may not be listed on the

Australian Stock Exchange, you can still monitor the way your market segment is performing by looking at the

‘big players’.  Take note of what seems to be working and what doesn’t, and make this knowledge work to your

advantage.  The key to truly understanding your market segment is by consistently being aware of information that

you digest in various forms.  Compiling a file of relevant information that you can keep on hand will assist you and

your employees to plan and undertake your marketing activities by forming a picture of how your market is developing.
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How do you use market research?

So, now that you understand your market environment and have a good understanding of your target markets, 

how do you apply this knowledge?

Your knowledge of the market that your product or service functions in can be used in various ways to improve 

market share, reinforce positive messages about your business and increase sales and revenue. 

For instance, if in your market research you have learned that your potential customers would prefer to contact your

sales representatives after business hours, you may decide to make the representatives available for consultation at

specific times during the evening or on weekends, instantly setting you apart from competitors. Similarly, you may

discover that many of your potential customers are women, so you might start tailoring your marketing 

communications to be more ‘female friendly,’ therefore expanding your customer base. 

Understanding your market can ultimately ensure your marketing activities are more cost effective, and more 

efficient. When you have valuable insight into your target audience, and have segmented your audience accordingly,

your communications tend to be clearer and more specific - and your audience starts to listen. 
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After you have completed your market research and have a good understanding of your market environment and

target markets, you can evaluate how your product or service is presented, priced and made available to your 

customers.  This section deals with the basics of preparing your product or service for the market and helps you to

determine if aspects of your product or service should be changed in response to market demand.

Marketing can be broken down into four key controllable variables, which are known as the ‘Four Ps’.  This is a

framework that helps you to structure your approach to the market.  You will need to juggle your resources to

accommodate all four components, as each is important to the success of your business.

Product - this defines what your business is selling - whether a tangible product or a service, or both.

Price - this is how much the product or service costs.  Price is determined by the cost of materials, research costs,

relative price of competitor products or services and the demand for the products or services you offer. 

Placement - this is how a product is delivered and made available to your customers, such as through a shop,

online or door-to-door service.

Promotion - this is how the product, its price and method or place of purchase is made known to the customer.

Promotion can also include packaging, branding and trademarks.  

Considering these variables helps you to determine your approach to marketing your business, making you 

memorable to your customers.

One way to determine the weighting of your mix of the Four Ps is to categorise your strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities and threats as related to product, price, placement or promotion and use that to build a more 

comprehensive picture of your business and its unique advantages versus your nearest competitors.  

A ‘SWOT analysis’ structures your approach to analysing your business, and helps you to develop the most 

effective marketing approach.

Make a statement about each of these areas, for instance:

“We offer the best customer service”.

Strengths and weaknesses are internal factors that affect your business (e.g. a weakness might be limited access to

skilled staff due to the location of your business).

Opportunities and threats are external factors that affect your business (e.g. a threat might be a competitor setting

up shop one street away from you).
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In your marketing plan, you will include a SWOT analysis in a table that looks like this:

Strengths (internal) Weaknesses (internal)

•  Product •  Product

•  Price •  Price

•  Promotion •  Promotion

•  Placement •  Placement

Opportunities (external) Threats (external)

•  Product •  Product

•  Price •  Price

•  Promotion •  Promotion

•  Placement •  Placement

Once you have completed your SWOT analysis, where to place the most marketing emphasis should become 

clearer to you.  Is it price, product, promotion or placement?  It will probably be a combination of all of these and will

likely change each year as your market environment changes.

Setting your objectives 

You probably already have a set of business objectives you are working to, even if they haven’t been formally

defined.  For instance, you may be aiming to launch a new software product into the retail market by June next year.

Now is the time to write them as you are growing your business through your marketing plan.

Setting business objectives is a way of defining your business goals and linking these directly with your marketing

campaign.  These act as a benchmark to refer to during the course of the campaign to assess its effectiveness.  

As a guideline, marketing objectives should:

•  Result in increased sales, opportunities or awareness,

•  Be clear,

•  Be measurable,

•  Be time-bound (i.e. include a defined timeframe for achievement),

•  Be consistent with one another, and

•  Be achievable - resources must be made available to support the realistic achievement of 

business objectives.

Examples of marketing objectives include:

•  To increase product awareness among consumers in NSW by 25% within twelve months, 

•  To gain ten new medium-sized customers in the retail industry within six months, and 

•  To establish a market for the company’s products in the US amounting to AU$0.5 million in sales in the first

year, rising to AU$1 million in the second year.
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Then, setting strategies

Keeping in mind the Four Ps, you will need to set out your ‘go-to-market’ strategies in relation to product, price, 

promotion and placement.  Put simply, strategies are the way you plan to achieve your objectives through the use of

the Four Ps.

Product/service strategy - consider your selected market’s need for and potential to accept your product or 

service.  What is unique about your offering?  Why would it be chosen over that of your competitors?  How can the

product or service be modified to deliver maximum value for money?

Pricing strategy - consider the pricing of your product or service in relation to what is offered by your competitors.

Is the pricing competitive in the market?  Are all your costs covered and have you made allowances for an adequate

profit margin?

There are two common pricing strategies that are used when a product or service is introduced into a market.  

•  Skimming pricing strategies introduce products or services at high prices, targeting customers or ‘early

adopters’ who are not sensitive to price.  The high price point also serves to promote the product or service

as being prestigious.  This method is particularly useful when costs need to be recovered quickly and the

market is relatively small.  

•  Penetration pricing strategies involve entering the market at a low price.  This method aims to gain a large

market share in a relatively short time and may be more suited to high volume, low margin products.

Pricing can be adjusted as a product or service matures in the market according to prevailing conditions and 

customer demand.

Promotion strategy - given the research that you have undertaken, how will you promote your product or service?

Via the Internet?  Brochures?  Flyers?  Attend industry events?

Promotion is about getting yourself and your product known. Promotion is a long-term investment, which should

lead to sales.

The next section of the guide on selecting promotional tools can help you to decide how best to employ the myriad

of tools available to you.

Placement strategy - There are many innovative ways in which to sell your products and services - on the 

telephone, via the Internet, through mail order and so on.  No matter how good your products or services are the

distribution and delivery is vital to the success of your business. The ‘Routes to Market’ section goes into details

about each of the different distribution methods for your product or service.
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Setting the price and deciding on the positioning of your 
product or service  

The price you set for your product or service determines its positioning in the market. While it is important to ensure

that your price is not only cost effective but profitable to the business overall, the price you charge your customers

will define your product or service and may also influence perceptions of quality.

Simply undercutting the cost of a competitor’s product or service will not ensure success.  If your product quality is

better than a competitive product or if you provide better service than competitive offerings, your pricing should

reflect this. 

Every market sector has a highest price that people will pay. Through your market research activities, you may 

discover that no one is occupying that highest price space. If your product or service represents a premium offering,

you could decide to set your price accordingly.

The right price can actually help to shape perceptions of your product or service - a high price can equate with a

perception of high quality.  A lower price can give the perception of lesser quality. 

It is also important to re-evaluate the price of your product or service as part of your business and marketing 

planning process each year. Technological advances and the introduction of new competitors can affect pricing, 

so be prepared to adjust your price or process accordingly.

Two more important marketing basics

Identifying the uniqueness of your product or service

Market research and the process of completing a SWOT analysis gives you fresh insights into how large and active

your market is, and what your competitors are doing. You can then identify how your specific products or services

differ to those of your competitors. The positive aspects of difference are referred to in marketing terms as

‘unique selling points’ (USPs).

A USP is something that marketing professionals use to influence target markets during the decision making process

of purchasing.   

For example, if your company is an online travel booking website, it will need to stand out from dominating 

competitors such as WebJet. Your USP may be that you do not charge service fees to make the online bookings;

therefore your prices will be lower. Competitive price is a particularly common USP, as many consumers will look for

the best price before making a purchase.

Your business’ USPs should form the basis of your marketing messages. Repeat the message in forms of

communication such as advertising, direct-marketing and public relations so that the message will be clear in the

mind of consumers when they come to make their purchasing decision. 
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Role of key messages

The purpose of developing key messages is to clearly define your business in all forms of communication. 

Key messages ensure that information communicated about your product or service to all audiences is consistent,

and enhances your brand identity and positioning.

Developing key messages will help you to be clear about what it is you want your target audience to ‘hear’ or 

understand about you. The messages will probably be different for each of your target audience groups, although

there may be some that are common for all.

Your key messages can be a series of bullet points or sentences, but try to limit them to no more than three key

messages per target group and keep them as succinct as possible.

When developing your key messages the most important thing to consider is what information your target

market needs to know. By tailoring your messages to your audience, you will ensure that the right information

about your product or service is being reinforced to your target market.
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‘Routes to market’ is the term used to describe how your product or service reaches your customers or target 

market or the ‘placement’ P of the Four Ps. Choosing the right route or routes to market for your product or service

is crucial.  It doesn’t matter how good your product or service is, if your customers can’t get their hands on it, they

can’t buy it. The more places your product or service is available, the greater the opportunity for customers to buy it. 

So what routes to market are there and what factors do you need to consider when determining the best route to

market for your product? 

Channels

Routes to market include retail, reseller, Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) partnership and online.  There are a

number of considerations you will need to take into account to decide which route is best for you. Factors such as 

distribution costs, transportation time and logistics, staffing and training costs are important considerations. 

Ultimately though, the key factor that will determine the best route to market for your product or service is your 

target market.

Direct-to-customer

One of the most straightforward distribution channels is ‘direct-to-customer’.  Many organisations will use at least

one direct-to-customer route to market and the most common is a retail outlet, such as a shop, where the business

owner interacts directly with his or her customers.

The most important consideration in driving customers to your retail outlet is your chosen location and how 

accessible it is to your customers.  The selection of which location suits you best will largely be determined by where

customers shop for the product or service you sell.  All your marketing collateral should reinforce where your retail

outlets are located and provide incentives for potential customers to visit.

Having a retail outlet can be a costly exercise to set up, particularly for a new company.  It requires significant 

investment in time and money to outfit the premises and provide staff to manage it.  For some organisations in the

early stages of development, the costs involved in establishing and maintaining a retail outlet may not be justifiable

until a later date. 

One alternative you may like to explore is a reseller agreement. By utilising an existing retail outlet to distribute your

product or service, you will be able to remove the budgetary costs associated with ‘setting up shop’, and potentially

get your product to market faster.
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How do you select a suitable reseller for your product or service?  
How do you strike a profitable and fair agreement?

Choosing a suitable reseller for your product or service involves some investigation. Ultimately, you are looking for a

partner that can help you to get your product or service into the hands of your potential customers as quickly and 

easily as possible. If you already have other channels in place, the right reseller can increase your market 

penetration dramatically.

Ideally, you are looking for a reseller that already has successfully established a strong market position with your 

target customers. If you have already conducted research on your target market, you have probably identified retail

outlets that already reach these people. If not, have a look at the channels used by competitive products or services.

You will need to research what, if any, competitive products or services they are selling, as well as what marketing

activities your potential partners engage in to support their activities.

Find out what synergies there are between your product or service and those of your potential reseller partners. 

The greater the synergies between products or services, the greater the potential for the reseller’s sales staff to

understand your products or services and sell them to customers.

Training sales staff about your product or service should be something that is factored in to your budget and 

marketing plan. It is an important facet of marketing your product or service, particularly as sales staff effectively form

the face of your product, and may be the first interaction a customer has with your company.  So, this interaction

needs to be a positive one.

The culture of your potential reselling partner is also important.  Finding an organisation that approaches business

from a similar perspective is important, particularly if you are looking to develop a long-term relationship with your

reseller. How do they like to do business? The greater the synergy between the ways you do business, the easier it

is for both organisations to align their efforts and achieve better results.

Defining and formalising the terms of your agreement with a reseller, in a legal sense, is something that you should

also explore.  You will need to factor in legal costs of this process, but it can help to define the specifics of your

arrangement, and ensure that both parties are covered. 

Make sure that you review the legal agreement to ensure there are appropriate mutual confidentiality clauses, 

termination and liability clauses.   If you are unsure about any of these details, have them checked by your lawyer.

Don’t be afraid to request amendments to the agreement - this is a normal part of the process.  Legal agreements

take time to finalise, so make sure you factor this in to your overall plan.

While a legal agreement will cover all the legal aspects of your partnership, it does not cover all the aspects that will

influence your success. A true partnership approach should be beneficial for both parties, so it is important to 

determine how both parties will contribute to building your business.

How will your reseller assist you with your marketing efforts? What is their current marketing plan and how will your

product fit in? By understanding what marketing activities your reseller currently undertakes you can identify areas

where you can leverage these activities. 
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You will need to ensure that you assist your reseller too, by keeping them updated with as much information on marketing

developments as possible.  By arming your reseller with the most current information on your product or service, you 

provide them with the best tools to be able to generate market interest and grow sales of your product or service.

Case study -  Holocentric 
Sydney

‘Channels’

Company - Holocentric (www.holocentric.com) is an Australian company providing software for business and 

technology modelling.  Holocentric helps organisations to map large and complex business processes, 

including IT.  Customers include large Australian and international organisations. 

Situation - Holocentric recognised that its largest client base, and therefore business potential, lay outside

Australia. The dilemma it faced was the need to establish international markets with solid support infrastructure

to ensure the company’s ongoing success. 

Solution - Holocentric developed alliances with multinational channel partners who possessed international 

deployment and support capabilities.  These alliance partners were identified based on their fit with

Holocentric’s target client base, their ability to work in partnership and their understanding of the unique value

that could be brought to their customers from the company’s flagship product, Holocentric Modeler. 

The company recognised early that its messages to partners had a slightly different focus to those aimed at 

customers.  The core question became “how do we help our partners with their core business,” rather than

“how does Holocentric sell more product?”  

Potential partners needed to be sure that the partnership would add substantially to their value proposition. 

The senior management at Holocentric spent months reviewing their contacts (from the corporate ICT 

environment), researching the market need and assessing the best way to approach their partners. 

The company’s research also extended into an evaluation of how Holocentric’s value proposition would best fit

the mission and values of the target alliance partner organisation.

Benefits obtained - As a result of a number of successful partnership, Holocentric is now quickly establishing

an international presence with very little expenditure. Whilst the time spent in building these relationships

should not be underestimated, the comparative cost and risk of establishing an international operation is 

substantially lower. 

Partners benefit from Holocentric’s flexible and pragmatic approach to product development, and continual

focus on a mutually beneficial partnership.   
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OEM and partnerships

Another alternative to having your own retail outlet is to distribute your product through a formal partnership 

agreement. By partnering your product or service with a more established brand, not only are you able to take

advantage of their existing networks and infrastructure, but also associate with a strong brand and reputation, 

giving you leverage and competitive advantage in your market.  The bigger the brand, the greater the opportunity.

But why would large companies, particularly multinationals, invest in partnerships with small providers of products

and services? 

Large organisations with an established presence in a market still need to build their businesses.  Investing in the

development of local companies provides local insight into the needs of customers and brings additional value to

products and services. It also provides an opportunity for large organisations to acquire further knowledge, build their

networks and drive new business opportunities. In short, it makes good business sense.

Microsoft Australia, for example, have a number of partnership programs in place with a wide variety of smaller 

product and service providers including:

•  Consulting services providers, 

•  Independent software vendors (ISVs), 

•  Independent hardware vendors, 

•  Large account resellers, 

•  Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), 

•  Support providers, 

•  System integrators, 

•  System builders, 

•  Training providers, 

•  Value-added resellers, and

•  Value-added providers.

One of Microsoft’s most recognisable initiatives is the Microsoft Partner Program. It has a graded approach,

with three different levels of partnership involvement. Over time, an organisation can advance in 

status and involvement through the levels, gaining greater access to resources and benefits.  

Microsoft’s Partner Program is one of the most developed partnership programs in Australia and is well 

promoted to end-user customers.

Microsoft also partners with independent software vendors (ISVs) who are considering developing commercial 

software solutions. The Microsoft ISV program provides software and tools to assist start-up software vendors.

Microsoft also works closely with a number of state governments, and has built a series of local ‘clusters’ of

ICT organisations. Called .NET clusters, they provide a way for local ICT companies to collaborate and build

collective competitiveness.  At the time of print .NET clusters have been developed in Victoria, Queensland

and the Northern Territory.
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What to consider before you embark on a partnership agreement

Choosing a partner who will increase market penetration for your product or service is crucial. Therefore it is 

important that you research potential partners extensively.  Once you have identified who you would like to target as

a partner, spend time discussing your ideas and goals to ensure that there is synergy in your approach to market

outreach.  Being able to utilise existing networks, resources and access to customers is also a key benefit.

Conversely, partnering can make differentiating your brand more difficult, particularly if it is not yet well established.

This should be one of the issues for you to address when negotiating new partnerships.  Don’t forget to investigate

the legal costs involved with partnering prior to seeking out opportunities.

Web-to-customer channel

One booming channel is online. By online channels, we mean presenting your product or service through an Internet

website, setting up a simple online shop where people can call or email to place orders which you ship via mail.  

Or it can mean setting up a sophisticated online commerce site where customers can order and pay for your 

products online.  Other online channels include online newsletters, email conversations and even instant messaging.

Using a reseller or partnership agreement to distribute your product or service may mean you can reduce infrastructure

and resource costs, but it may also mean you will have to relinquish some control over how it is marketed.

While the costs involved in establishing and maintaining your website can be significant, it’s often more cost effective

when compared with other channel options.

Other influencers

Using external influencers and opinion formers to reinforce your product or service can help to differentiate you in 

the market. These target audiences can include the media (through paid advertorials or independent editorial 

coverage), referrals from other customers or the use of recognised industry commentators, such as analysts and

government bodies.  Any of these audiences are powerful influencing groups that can endorse your brand, its 

products and/or its services independently. This adds real value and trust among prospective target customers,

building their perception and heightening their awareness of your brand.
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The following information on exporting is provided by Austrade. Austrade regularly updates export information and

can provide you with excellent advice on exporting your products or services. Please visit the Austrade website

www.austrade.gov.au for the most current information. 

Preparing your business for export

There are a number of factors that must be considered when preparing to export, such as financial issues, market

research, preparing an export plan, visiting the country you’re planning to export to and alternative approaches.

Thinking about your readiness to export is a way of identifying key success factors and helping you in your planning.

The exporter checklist (see box below) will help you in this process. Also, as part of your preparation, take some

time to understand the risks of exporting.

Exporter checklist

Exporting can be a profitable way of expanding your business and spreading your risks in a number of

countries. However, it should not be entered into lightly as the penalties for failure can be high. Thinking

about your readiness to export is a way of identifying key success factors and helping you in your planning.

This checklist will help you in this process:

•  Commitment and resources - Developing export markets can be costly in terms of time, money and

resources and you will need to show management commitment to be successful. You must take a

long-term view and be prepared to be persistent and patient while you wait for returns. Consider how

many resources are needed and how long it takes to break into a new regional area in Australia. 

This can be multiplied several times when you are looking at an overseas country.

•  Product/service - Your product or service needs to be able to meet and better international 

competition. Price may not always be the deciding factor. Market niches can sometimes be won on

superior quality. You may need to change product design or service offering to suit different industry

needs. Product/service literature should preferably be to international standards and be tailored to 

overseas requirements.

•  Marketing - A strong grasp of marketing is vital in export. Does your company have solid marketing

knowledge and experience gained by successful selling in a number of Australian states? If your 

product/service has had limited exposure in Australia it could be more cost-effective to expand at

home before tackling new export markets.

• Management - Exporting will require considerable management time and can be a major distraction

from the domestic business. Does your company have the available management capacity, which will

be required to develop and service exports? Is it necessary to strengthen the management team to

service overseas exports properly?
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•  Supply capacity - If you obtain export orders, they must be filled correctly and promptly. Does your

company have the supply capacity to develop export distribution? Can the existing capacity be

expanded quickly when required? Your product, service or technology might be more suited to a

licensing arrangement. 

•  Finance - Breaking into any new export area requires considerable funds (airfares, accommodation,

advertising, sales promotion, new brochures, training of overseas sales agents, setting up of joint 

servicing offices offshore, etc.). Does your company have the financial strength to commit, say $40,000

for the year or more it may take to develop a new overseas market? For more complex countries such

as USA or Japan, the amount and time required could be double or more than this rule of thumb.

• Research capability - Accessing information and making the right decision about which country to

enter first when you are convinced you are ready is important. Austrade can help you in this process

and there are many other sources, including the Internet, that you can tap into to help you make the

right first step.

Financial issues

Getting into export will impose additional financial burdens and risks on your business. Steps to take include:

• Discussing your plans with the international department of your bank to ensure that you are in a 

position to finance your export investigations and market entry,

• Gaining an understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of various international payment 

methods and the terms used in international trade,

• Discussing costing for export with your accountant, including the issue of marginal costing,

• Determining transport and insurance costs with help from a customs broker or forwarding agent who

will also help establish packaging needs (and costs),

• Developing an understanding of options for quoting buyers for export business. Common quotation

modes will include FOB (free on board) and CIF (cost of goods plus insurance and freight), and

• Where possible, applying for tax concessions (23AF of the Income Tax Assessment Act) on approved

projects. This assists companies win contracts against international bids. 
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Market research

The first step in selecting your first - or next - country is to screen every country to produce a shortlist of the most

suitable (i.e. three to five). Screening uses secondary data (i.e. data which has already been collected by others)

about countries, and primary (original) data about your organisation. In addition to Austrade, a private sector provider

of screening research is International Market Selection (www.intlms.com.au). State government trade promotion

agencies, export marketing consultants and planners may also be able to provide valuable advice.

Countries have differing levels of product demand, product demand growth, economic activity, legal fairness, risk

levels, etc. These can all be quantified, then a shortlist of the most suitable countries determined. You need to

assess every country so that you don’t miss the best. Small countries need to be included because often they are

buying centres for other markets (eg. Macau for China). The smaller countries may also be easier to trade with as

major exporters concentrate on larger, more complex markets.

Your business has a unique combination of goals, values and business skills. Just some of these attributes are 

marketing and finance skills, foreign language proficiencies, comfort with risk-taking, and commitment to 

internationalise the business. They determine your compatibility with particular overseas countries, and influence 

how effectively your organisation will enter the new market.

Organisational attributes can greatly influence a company’s target market for export: a large firm with international

business experience, for example, will probably export to a different country from a small, new-to-export firm. 

One size (of country) does not suit all (firms). Therefore, the shortlist of most suitable countries needs to consider

organisation differences.

The next step is for the shortlist to be cut down to the single, most suitable country. Collecting the necessary 

information to be able to do this requires in-depth research. It uses both secondary and primary data.  Austrade is

ideally placed to assist firms with gathering this data, which could include:

•  What import duties the product would attract,

•  Other barriers to imports, such as import licensing, 

•  Local taxes on the product, such as sales tax, 

•  Frequency and cost of shipping or airfreight between Australia and the foreign market, 

•  Regulations, such as quarantine and labelling standards, consumer protection rules, and product standards, 

•  Current selling prices, 

•  Profiles of the main competitors, 

•  Who the potential agents, distributors or partners are, and 

•  An in-country assessment by industry contacts whose business survival depends on their in-market skills

and knowledge.

The country you choose will influence your flow of profits for years to come, so it’s a major decision. 

Different countries have different characteristics, and your organisation has particular preferences and skills. 

This means that you will find it easier to export to some countries, and more difficult to others.
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Market research will provide the information needed to make an informed decision about which country is best for

your organisation. Your goal is to choose a country which matches your abilities, goals and values. Success of the

match will maximise sales, minimise costs and reduce the risk of failure.

At this stage, you should read economic and social literature on the target country to understand its fundamental

characteristics. Much of the information required for a study on other countries is available from Austrade, local

chambers of commerce, and other bodies such as state and federal government departments, industry 

associations and trading banks.

Exporting plan

When you have completed your country selection research, you should prepare a basic export marketing plan 

covering all the different aspects which would need to be covered in developing target markets. This plan will help

you focus your activities to ensure you achieve defined objectives. A well-prepared export plan may also assist you

in obtaining finance from your bank if this proves necessary.

A website you may find useful when thinking about putting together an export plan is:

www.business.gov.au

Visiting the target country

Your research should have indicated the country with the most potential and you should now be ready to visit this

country. The main purpose of the visit will be to:

1. Study its special characteristics,

2. Examine the opportunities/competition at first hand,

3. Decide which methods of selling and distribution to use - whether to sell through a distributor, your own 

foreign office or a joint venture. The ways you sell and distribute determine the risks you take, because they

determine the amount of investment you expose yourself to. They also determine the amount of profit you

capture in the new country,

4. The outcome of Step 3 is likely to be that you will wish to select or locate a suitable agent or distributor. 

This will require a visit to the market, and

5. Draw up an appropriate marketing plan with your new representative to introduce and expand the sale of

your product.

These are all very important considerations, and selecting the right agent or distributor is probably the single most

important step. Do not rush this step! Austrade can provide assistance through its extensive network of overseas

offices. For more advice or information, contact Austrade’s export advisors on 13 28 78.
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Alternative approaches

If you feel that you don’t have the resources or expertise to begin exporting in your own right, there are other options

to get you started:

• Small and medium-sized companies should consider the benefits of the services Austrade offers to

new exporters. The package of services is designed to assist Australian SMEs to develop their 

businesses overseas and make their first export sale. The program gives Australian businesses the

best possible start to exporting, by providing a wide range of free services to new exporters, including

advice and information about getting into exporting, export coaching and assistance on the ground in

foreign markets. Support for potential exporters is available through Austrade and partner organisations

throughout Australia and Austrade’s overseas network. To join the program, call one of Austrade’s

export advisors on 13 28 78.

• Use the services of an export merchant who will be an experienced international trader prepared to buy

from you and sell overseas.

• Sell through an export agent who will do the overseas marketing for you on a commission or retainer

basis. This method exposes you to risks such as non-payment, which will need to be managed.

• Another alternative is to use an export consultant to develop one or two markets before handing 

marketing responsibility back to your company after a specified period.

• Exporting online can be an attractive and cost-effective option.
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So, you’ve decided your price, your product and your placement... now it’s time to think more about the promotional

tools available to you.  This section includes details, as well as case study examples of the many marketing tools

that are available. While it may not be necessary to use all of these tools in marketing, you may employ many or all

of these tactics over the life of your product or service. 

Branding 

You have probably heard the term branding before, but what exactly is it? And how can you use it to your advantage? 

Business people often wrongly assume that branding only refers to your brand logo, and company name. 

However, branding goes a lot further than face value, and actually encompasses any element you can use to make

your business or service seem different to that of your competitors. Branding becomes particularly important in 

situations when you need to make your company stand out from competitors offering the exact same service.

Therefore, when thinking about the branding of your company, it is important that you don’t limit yourself to thinking

about your logo or slogan, but also consider the many other ways in which your business can communicate a

unique selling point. This might include:

•  Your company culture, vision, mission,

•  The look, feel and presentation of your professional documents,

•  Design of all on and offline materials (e.g. colour, style of website and domain name, stationery, advertising,

marketing and corporate materials),

•  The ‘jingles’ or piece of music that you use in your advertisements and website,

•  The design and presentation of your office,

•  Your company spokesperson and/or mascot,

•  Your logo, slogan or the key messages you use, and 

•  Your staff, and how they present themselves.

A company with a strong brand will use these elements consistently to build up a strong point of difference 

from its competitors and add value to its business.  
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Case study - SecureWrap Pty Ltd
Melbourne

‘Branding’

SecureWrap (www.securewrap.com.au) is a complete software protection and intelligence service, offering 

anti-piracy protection against unauthorised copying and sharing, as well as intelligence gathering capabilities to

track every software installation. Since the market is global, SecureWrap’s branding needed to be plain and 

obvious. Rather than being abstractly related to animals, mythology or anagrams, SecureWrap applied the KIS

principle - Keep It Simple. The company’s identity needed to evoke a feeling of professionalism and capability

while enveloping a layer of protection around someone’s treasured pride and joy - their software package.  

The protection became ‘Secure’ and the envelope became ‘Wrap’ hence: SecureWrap.

Even though many Internet-related technologies present themselves to the market as funky, alternative or 

abstract in look, it was of paramount importance for SecureWrap that it presented a corporate image that 

would be accepted by software development businesses across a wide range of cultures.

The corporate colours became blue (text) and orange (Wrap icon).

The branding needed to be designed so that it would easily lend itself to the following stationery items:

Business card Correspondence letterhead

Website
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Brochure

Email signature PowerPoint master slide

By standardising the logo to maintain the blue text, the Wrap icon could differentiate the company’s various

services, as demonstrated in the following list of icons:



This created a sense of uniformity and theme that also supports scalability for future services as they 

become available. 

In addition, a simple, clean font was required. Arial was felt to be too common, despite its desired simplicity. 

Myriad Pro was selected.

Finally, the brand needed a slogan or by-line.  The two that were adopted are each used strategically for specific

purposes. Presenting to potential:

•  Clients: “Software that makes people buy software”, and

•  Marketing channels: “Australian innovation delivering global protection”.

Public relations 

Public relations can be defined as a tool to help build and maintain the reputation of your company and can be used

to not only promote your business or service, but also deal with any issues or crises that might arise. 

Public relations can include: 

•  Communications strategy and counsel - Successful public relations activities should have an overarching

strategy that ties all activities together and helps your company to achieve a specific end result. 

Public relations agencies can also provide communications advice on specific communications issues. 

•  Communications and identity audits - Public relations can involve analysing all business communications

and identifying the public’s perception of your business (identity audit) to help identify any gaps or 

opportunities in your communications strategy. 

•  Media relations - Forming relationships with the media to maximise positive coverage and minimise any

negative coverage. This often involves sending media releases, and dealing with media enquiries 

(see more details below). 

•  Media monitoring and analysis - In conjunction with media relations, another function of public relations is 

to conduct media monitoring and analysis. This can include tracking the development of any issues 

affecting your company, analysing coverage of your company or providing feedback to you on what is being

said about your competitors in the news.

•  Internal communications - Tactics and strategies to ensure two-way communication with internal staff

members and associated bodies. This can include the implementation of change management.

•  Financial relations - This involves communicating financial information for listed companies (such as share

prices, company takeovers and annual reports) to key financial stakeholders, including media and investors,

whilst building relationships with these key stakeholders. 

•  Crisis management - A crisis can generally be defined as a devastating and unexpected event. 

Crisis management in the public relations arena refers to not only proactive crisis management planning,

including formulating documents outlining communication protocol for a crisis, but also efforts to minimise

the impact of a crisis by reacting to media enquiries, and communicating key messages.
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•  Issues management - An issue is an ongoing problem that threatens the reputation of your company.

Public relations involves monitoring any current or potential issues in the media, and formulating strategies

to minimise any reputation damage, and respond to public criticism. 

•  Sponsorship management - Sponsorship involves either your company paying a fee or providing contra 

(a service) to another company in exchange for recognition of your company.  Sponsorship is another way

your business can reach out to your target audiences. Public relations involves arranging sponsorship deals

and maximising associated promotional opportunities. 

•  Interactive communications - Public relations can often assist and maximise opportunities arising from

interactive communications, such as online promotions, online polls and website forums. 

•  Regional and rural communications - Public relations often assists companies to reach out to targeted 

geographical areas, particularly through links with regional media and organisations. 

•  Community consultation - Public relations can assist in implementing and maintaining successful 

community consultation programs, including advisory boards and user groups (see below). 

A large part of proactive public relations involves media relations. A template for issuing a media release or a news

announcement about your company intended for the media is included in the templates chapter of this guide. 

When you use this template please consider the following: 

1. Make sure the media release is newsworthy and is likely to be something that the media is interested in 

publishing.  The most uninteresting news can be made newsworthy by creating an angle that will connect and 

appeal to your target audience.  The following are other elements to consider: 

•  Timeliness, 

•  Conflict, 

•  Human interest,

•  Clarity,

•  Novelty,

•  Proximity, and

•  Benefit/risk.

2. Another trick to ensure your media release is newsworthy is by referring to tangible figures, such as revenue 

figures, customer numbers or percentage representation of new business. Using third party endorsements of 

your product or service, such as customer or analyst quotes, case studies or industry representatives can also 

make your media release more credible. 

3. Ensure that controversial media releases are checked by a legal advisor.

4. Don’t send out a media release containing information that you don’t want published immediately (unless you 

embargo the release). 

5. Send the media release to appropriate target publications (e.g. a new technology story may be of more 

interest to a technology publication than a major daily newspaper).
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6. Make sure you only send it to journalists who are likely to be interested in the news, and that you send it to the 

right contact at the publication. 

7. Send the release in a format that is easy for journalists (most prefer emails without large attachments).

8. Ensure your media release contains contact details that journalists can use should they have any questions. 

9. Be realistic. Not everyone will be as interested in your story as you are. Local papers like local stories, which 

will be ignored by metropolitan dailies. It is up to the editor as to whether a story is published or not, and then 

when and in what format. You cannot make demands. It is far better to stay on good terms.

10. Make sure that the media release is free from punctuation and spelling errors.

You may also find that you get journalist enquiries about your business or a particular product. In dealing with the

media it is important that you: 

1. Never ignore a journalist enquiry or make up the answer to a question you don’t know. Instead, let the 

journalist know that you appreciate their question, and will get back to them with an answer, and

2. Obtain details of the journalist’s deadline, and make sure you get back to them before the deadline.

Remember:

•  The media is in the business of information, so you have to be mindful of what you say at all times,

•  There is no ‘off the record’,

•  Avoid saying ‘no comment’,

•  Keep your answers short and to the point - write down your key points before an interview to ensure that

your messages are consistent,

•  Paint a picture - use examples, bring the message alive,

•  Avoid jargon - the journalist may get it wrong,

•  Do not make critical comments or be negative - do not give the journalist a new news story,

•  If you do not know the answer - admit it and offer to find out, and 

•  Avoid hypothetical comments - these tend to then be quoted as facts.

Other tips:

•  Do not keep on talking because you are nervous, and

•  Pause before answering - think about your content and your key message.

It is also recommended that you have the key spokespersons in your organisation trained regularly in how to deal

with the media or an interview situation, as this can be vital to maintaining a good reputation and is an important part

of crisis scenario planning.  Some public relations firms can provide this service.

As shown in the case study on the next page, when used correctly, a public relations campaign can be a valuable

marketing tool to respond to opportunities and threats in the market, and doesn’t necessarily have to be expensive. 
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Case study - BigAir
Sydney and Melbourne

‘Public relations’

The business

BigAir (www.bigair.com.au) is a next generation wireless telecommunications carrier and broadband Internet

service provider (ISP) that provides high-speed Internet connectivity and customer service.  Founded in 2002,

BigAir was the first licensed carrier to offer commercial broadband wireless services in metropolitan Sydney

on a widespread basis.  

The situation 

Late in 2003, the Australian ICT market was becoming more interested in wireless broadband technologies

and the various players in the market.  At this time, there were two other major service providers about to

launch their services in Australia. 

The solution 

BigAir employed a public relations agency to work with them to formulate a strategic approach to threats and 

opportunities in the market.  The agency encouraged BigAir to publicly launch to the media prior to other 

larger competitors, to capitalise on the ‘first mover’ advantage.  Working under a tight deadline, the agency

arranged an informative media briefing and service demonstration in March 2004 which formally announced

BigAir to the media and the industry before their competitors. 

The benefits 

A total of 12 journalists and analysts attended the launch event, which resulted in more than 35 articles in 

targeted business, technology and telecommunications publications.  The resulting editorial coverage produced a

public relations value of $110,000 - a significant return on the initial investment in the public relations campaign. 

Following the launch, BigAir has continued to receive substantial, high profile coverage, including mentions in 

competitive articles.  Being first to launch helped to position BigAir as a leader in wireless broadband and

BigAir executives have been invited to speak at numerous industry events since the launch.  In addition, the

media briefing served to educate leading industry analysts - IDC, Gartner, Frost & Sullivan, Meta Group and

Telsyte - an essential part of building market awareness and positioning BigAir as the market leader.
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Promotions 

Promotions are also a great way to reach your target audience and increase sales of your products or services.

Different forms of promotions that you may like to use include:

•  Product sampling/trials - Providing free samples of your product, or offering free trials can introduce 

customers to a service they aren’t already familiar with. 

•  Price deals - A price reduction or sale price is a common and fairly straightforward way to increase sales of

a particular product.

•  Coupons - Coupons for a discount at a particular sales outlet, distributed via direct marketing, media, or

with another promotion can increase sales and convince customers to purchase your product.

•  Competitions - Competitions through a media outlet or at the point of sale not only offer customers 

another reason to buy your product, but are also a great way to increase awareness of your product.

Competitions which require customers to register their details can also be a good way to obtain information

on who is buying your product and build a database of customers, although you should be aware of spam

and privacy laws, and competition permit rules when doing this. See the chapter on the legal environment

for more details.

•  Premiums - Premiums are a reward that is offered with a purchase, and like a competition or coupon, 

give consumers another reason to buy a product. You might like to partner with another company to 

negotiate added bonuses that customers can receive when they purchase from your company.

Alternatively, merchandise with your company logo or brand can act as a reminder to the consumer of 

their purchase.

•  Promotional stunts - Also useful for gaining media attention, creative promotional stunts that demonstrate

the ability of your product can attract the attention of customers.

•  Loyalty reward programs - Allowing your most frequent customers to receive rewards for their continual

purchases can help build relationships with your customers, and encourage them to make repeat purchases.

Many businesses are now also finding that there are many advantages of online promotions, particularly as they

allow customers to interact with your brand in a different arena. Examples include:

•  An online competition, which requires customers to enter a barcode number or key word on a brand website,

•  An online facet of a loyalty rewards program, and

•  An online sampling program, where consumers can register their details to receive samples through a website.

The best promotions often involve offering samples, competitions, or reward programs in an unusual place, or in 

an unusual way. Also, think about associated organisations, conferences or events at which you can promote 

your service. 
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Case study - Traffik Marketing & Masterfoods
Sydney and Melbourne

‘Promotions’

Established in 2001, Traffik Marketing (www.traffik.com.au) has offices in Sydney and Melbourne with satellite 

services in Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth and Auckland, New Zealand.  Traffik specialises in experiential marketing, 

aiming to create environments that excite, engage and endear consumers to its customers’ products and services.

The situation

Traffik helped Masterfoods re-launch their herb and spices range and promote the new brand positioning.  

Traffik’s challenge was to create an environment that would demonstrate usage and encourage trial and loyalty.

The solution

Traffik created 2x7 piece mobile kitchens and used them to create a series of cooking road shows, using

chefs and trained brand ambassadors in selected shopping centres and food shows. 

The results 

More than 420,000 consumers had direct contact with Masterfoods as a result of the road shows.  More than

15,000 people entered an on-site consumer promotion. Very high brand recall and brand awareness ratings 

were achieved.

Advertising

Advertising can help promote your product, but deciding where to advertise and what to say can be difficult.  

Many advertising professionals suggest that any advertisement should contain your Unique Selling Point. That is, it

should stress the one thing that your product has that makes it different from its competitors. However, there are

many other ways to advertise a product and in some cases an advertising agency’s strategic planner can help you

to decide what messages to include in an advertisement. Alternatively, to save on budget you might like to think

about your strategy yourself. Different advertising strategies you might like to consider include:

•  Emotion - Stressing the emotional benefits of a product, or using tactics such as fear,

•  Information - Stressing a lower price, greater value for money, or how easy it is to purchase,
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•  Influence - A celebrity, or authoritative person can be used to help sell a product, and

•  Exposure - Simply using an attention grabbing advertisement, to increase awareness. 

These advertisements often use humour or elements that the audience can identify with.

Always keep the audience you are trying to reach top of mind when you are developing your strategy.

Based on these strategies, a copywriter and creative director (the people in the advertising agency who formulate

the creative and text elements of the advertisement) usually develop the actual advertisement. However, if you are on

a strict budget, you may find it useful to brainstorm creative ideas with your staff and then take your ideas to a

graphic designer to make them come alive. 

Buying the space where your advertisement will appear is called ‘media planning.’ Media planners can help you to

determine where the best place is to advertise, based on reach (how many people will see the advertisement), 

frequency (how many times you place an ad) and cost.  However, if you have a good idea of where you want to

advertise, employing a media-buying agency isn’t usually necessary - you can directly ring the media yourself. 

Either way, it is also important that you or your media planner analyse the audience of each of the available media to

determine how to reach your potential customers most effectively. Some of the more traditional options for 

purchasing advertising space include:

•  Outdoor advertising - Billboards, bus shelters and sports grounds,

•  Broadcast advertising - Radio and television (usually 30 seconds long), and

•  Print - Newspapers and magazines, aimed at both trade and consumer groups.

However, many new forms of media are becoming available including: 

•  SMS advertising, 

•  Mobile advertising e.g. on buses, at train station platforms, etc.,

•  Moped advertising,

•  Product placement, and 

•  Online advertising.

Direct marketing

Direct Marketing, involves sending promotions directly to a database of potential customers, and is a targeted

method of promoting your product. You probably already receive lots of direct marketing from other companies,

which you might refer to as ‘junk mail’ or spam.  However when managed correctly, direct marketing is sent to the

right people who value the information and the results can be extremely successful.

Different methods of direct marketing include:

•  Email marketing - Distributing content (usually designed in HTML) via email to a set group of potential 

customers can be a great way to let people know about a new product, promotion or upcoming event. 

This also isn’t necessarily expensive, with many companies now offering services that allow you to build an

HTML email from a template online and distribute it to an uploaded list. 

•  Mail - Distributing individualised letters, or a creative pamphlet can also keep customers informed about

your latest products, offers and events. 
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When considering a direct marketing campaign, it is important to keep in mind marketing laws, particularly spam

and New Privacy Laws (see Chapter 13). 

Marketing lists for direct marketing can be purchased from direct marketing organisations. They will help you select a

database appropriate for your product or service, based on certain demographics, such as salary bracket, age, sex

or occupation. Databases of mailing lists can be purchased on a ‘one off’ basis or in a format so that they can be

used repeatedly. Direct marketing companies can also arrange the printing of individualised materials, envelopes 

and distribution. 

Alternatively, you may wish to build your own database through your events, website and asking people to register

when they buy a product. This can often be a more effective and cheaper way to ensure that the people who

receive your direct marketing materials are genuinely interested in your business, so that it doesn’t end up in their

‘junk mail’ pile.  

Newsletters

An e-newsletter (distributed via email or displayed on your website) or a physical newsletter (distributed via the mail)

helps you keep in touch with current and potential customers who have expressed interest in receiving updates from

your company, and lets them know about the latest developments in your company or industry. 

Monthly, quarterly or annual newsletters also enable you to position your company as an expert and industry leader

in a particular field, building a solid reputation for your company.  

It is highly recommended that you use a newsletter registration form on your website and at events so that you can

continue to grow your potential customer base. 

However, probably the hardest thing about developing a newsletter is deciding what to write about. It is advisable

that you and your team think about what you want to communicate, and develop a template that provides a formula

for building your newsletter each month. Possible newsletter sections could include:

•  An opening comment from the CEO, MD or CTO,

•  Upcoming events, 

•  Company news (can be split up into local and international news), 

•  Industry news,

•  Promotions, 

•  Staff profiles, 

•  New products, and

•  Upcoming training programs.
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Case study - VetStop
Brisbane

‘Email marketing’ 

VetStop (www.vetstop.com.au) is an online information hub that provides a wide range of health and 

product-related articles to pet owners over the Internet.  An exclusive online presence enables VetStop to sell

products online at a more competitive price than ‘bricks and mortar’ retail competitors.

VetStop has a very limited marketing and advertising budget, so needed an easy, cost-effective way to 

promote special offers and new products to customers, as well as a means of encouraging repeat visits to the

website and purchases from the online store.  

VetStop decided to embark on an email marketing program.  Using email addresses collected with their 

customers’ permission, VetStop launched a monthly email newsletter service using a DIY email marketing tool

from WebCentral called Promotions Manager.  The company now sends a professional-looking, personalised

newsletter to all customers each month and promotes subscription to its newsletter service on its website.

Email marketing has made a visible impact on VetStop’s business in a number of ways:

•  Traffic to the website increases significantly after each monthly newsletter has been sent.  All customers

are now aware of all the new products and specials on offer within a given month, and sales in the

online store are also boosted correspondingly.

•  This email marketing initiative has helped grow the business through word-of-mouth, as a ‘Send to a

Friend’ link allows current customers to forward it on to their family and friends.

•  The newsletter has increased the efficiency of customer communications and also removed the 

company’s concerns about complying with the Spam Act, as the email marketing program used,

Promotions Manager, manages all requests to unsubscribe automatically.
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User groups

User groups are groups of end users who band together to discuss how to use a particular product and the latest

industry developments. Sometimes called advisory boards, user groups can be a useful for: 

•  Building relationships and goodwill with current and potential customers,

•  Stimulating discussion about your product,

•  Gathering insights into the needs and desires of your target market to help you with your ongoing 

market research,

•  Positioning your company as an industry leader in a particular field,

•  Instilling brand loyalty, and

•  Encouraging best practice in your business, including meeting customer expectations regarding 

ethical behaviour.

Sometimes user groups are formed independently; however in many instances you may find it useful to form a user

group with your customers. Once the group is formed, key ways to utilise it may include: 

•  Holding or sponsoring user group events, including forums and training sessions, and

•  Allowing the group to test, discuss and provide feedback on new products and initiatives. 

Events and seminars

Staging an event can be a useful marketing tool to build relationships with your customers.  An event is one of the

rare opportunities where your business will be able to make face-to-face contact with your stakeholders. In addition,

events and seminars can be useful for: 

•  Keeping in contact with current clients, and reinforcing customer relationships,

•  Demonstrating your products,

•  Building relationships with potential clients,

•  Improving staff morale,

•  Positioning your company as an industry leader, and

•  Building relationships with the media.

When thinking about how to market your product, consider whether any of the following events might be appropriate:

•  Industry seminar/summit - Either paid or free, open to the public or closed to a targeted group of current

and potential clients, industry seminars are a great way to educate users on how to use your product, 

discuss industry issues and position your company as an industry leader. Rather than staging your own

event, sponsoring existing events and capitalising on speaking opportunities can also help to raise the 

profile of your company.
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•  Webinar - Similar to a seminar, but conducted online in real-time, webinars can be particularly relevant for

communicating with those in the technology industry, helping position your company as an expert in a 

particular field, and introducing current and potential clients to your product. Webinars are useful when 

geographical distances make meeting in person difficult.

•  Product launch - Celebrating the launch of a new product or service is a great opportunity to invite media

and gain some free publicity. (See section on public relations).

When planning an event, you will need to: 

•  Decide who you want to be there,

•  Compile an invitation list of all the current and potential customers you would like to attend,

•  Select a venue and book it. (You will need to allow approximately 6-8 weeks for a small event, and as much

as a year for larger conference venues),

•  Send out invitations (at least 6 -8 weeks in advance),

•  Organise catering, themes and promotional gifts - all these things make an event memorable, and enjoyable,

•  Keep track of all the logistics, (i.e. running order, budget and RSVPs), and

•  Most of all, make sure you use every opportunity to communicate your marketing messages to

your attendees.

If you are planning to host an event, and want to save on budget, you may consider using contra deals. 

Some caterers and food companies will offer their services at a cheaper rate if you promote them during your event.

Similarly, look for partner companies who might also be interested in co-funding an event. 

A public relations or event planning agency will be able to help you undertake this planning. 

Case study - Human Potential Consulting (HP Consulting)
Sydney

‘Running Events/Seminars Online’

Human Potential Consulting (www.hpconsulting.com.au) is a training and consulting company that works

with businesses of all sizes to help improve staff productivity and increase overall business efficiency.  

The company has relationships with a range of leading trainers, facilitators and executive coaches that it

matches up with businesses to provide tailored learning and development solutions.

HP Consulting organises, administers and delivers a large number of seminars, training programs and 

computer courses across Australia throughout the year.  However, as a small business with just five staff, 
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resources were stretched with taking registrations, making follow-up phone calls and processing payments for

each seminar or event.  The company needed to streamline and automate these transactions quickly.

Two years ago, the company decided to integrate an online bookings and payment system into their existing 

website as a relatively fast and easy way of reducing the strain that processing these tasks was placing on

their business. 

Implementing the online bookings and payment system has increased efficiencies and revenue at HP Consulting 

significantly.  Not only has it made it easier and faster for clients to register and pay for their attendance, but it has

also helped to boost registration numbers at many of the events.  HP Consulting staff maintain the system by

simply entering the details of each course or seminar into the online administrative interface.  The website is 

automatically updated.  When a client makes a booking online, they are automatically sent a receipt and 

confirmation of their booking as the payment is processed through an online payment gateway.  This way, 

attendees are immediately aware that their booking and payment has been accepted, leaving HP Consulting staff

with very little follow-up work to do.  

Online marketing

The advent of the Internet has brought about a new communications tool, influencing everyone, including your 

customers and competitors.  The evolutionary power of the Internet has given SMEs the capability to reach their

existing and prospective customers more effectively than ever before by developing their own websites. This has

profound implications on how a brand is represented, how a business makes money and communicates with each

of its customers.

If you do have a presence on the web or a website, you may already know the benefits of having access to the

world and potentially a very lucrative business opportunity. To maximise your 24/7 window to the world, online 

marketing can be used to gather customer data, promote your wares and essentially make you money. 

Online marketing can help you to target your customer needs and desires more closely. 
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Web marketing 

Having invested in a web presence, however simple or sophisticated, you will have a high desire to maximise the

investment made and communicate to your customers with your brand, its products and its services. This section

will bring the world-wide-web and wireless marketing considerations back down to earth and turn the virtual into

reality, enabling you to understand some key components involved when developing your active online 

marketing presence.

E-marketing 

E-marketing or Internet marketing is about harnessing the Internet as a marketing communications, distribution

channel and even sales tool using the two most common components: the web and email. This is becoming an

increasingly popular tool among SMEs, because of real opportunities to be more competitive across their industry

and in foreign markets. Those who embrace e-marketing into their overall marketing strategy will recognise the cost

benefits of promoting a company, brand, product, service or website online. Whether advertising, networking or

doing business online, e-marketing potentially offers the most powerful return on your marketing investment. 

You can easily measure and gain important feedback from your customers.

E-marketing fully encompasses both your website and email marketing, but the trick is to consider it as a fully

integrated part of your whole marketing activity. You can then use other marketing activity to attract prospective cus-

tomers to visit your website.  Once a visitor has entered your site, your aim is to keep them interested for as long as

possible and/or encourage them to leave their contact details. This is a powerful way to develop relationships.

Reasons for you, your customers or your competitors to use the Internet as a market channel are numerous 

and include:

•  To communicate via email,

•  To get reference information or research data,

•  To look for information about products and services,

•  Internet banking,

•  To access directories such as the Yellow Pages online,

•  To place orders and take orders; pay and/or receive payments for products or services - online

shopping/retailing,

•  To streamline communications with customers and staff,

•  To monitor your markets or the competition, and

•  To promote the business using email marketing.

This would conclude that the online opportunity is one not to be missed and that any number of these components

would be good reasons to partake in e-marketing.

Simple, yet sophisticated online marketing techniques to advertise and promote your site include:

•  Link exchanges - A method to link back to your website from other websites.
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•  Banner advertisements - Alert-style communication which flashes up on screens upon entering a website

or web page, attracting visitors to your site.  Typically, rectangular advertisement is placed on a website

either above, below or on the sides of the website’s main content and is linked to the advertiser’s own

website. In the early days of the Internet, banners were ads with text and graphic images. Today, with 

technologies such as Flash, banners have become much more complex and can be ads with text, animat-

ed graphics and sound. Most commerce-related websites use banner ads.

•  Online contests - Like other competitions, online competitions allow people to register for prizes online - 

a great way to encourage visitors to your site and get them to interact with your brand.

•  Newsgroup announcements - Area where people gather electronically to exchange views on various topics.

•  Online reviews/endorsements - Independent third party reviews of your marketing offered from satisfied

and happy customers and users guaranteeing success.

•  Affiliate programs - Giving existing happy customers an incentive to refer new business your way.

•  Search engine marketing - Marketing a website via search engines, whether this be improving rank in

organic listings, purchasing paid listings or a combination of these and other search engine-related activities.

To stay ahead of the competition and encourage new business, repeat website visits and loyalty to your brands, you

might like to consider:

•  Updating the content on your website frequently to make it fresh and useful to customers and prospects,

•  Customer loyalty or reward programs to obtain discounts, points, chance to win prize etc,

•  Becoming an active member of local business and industry groups, such as your local chamber of 

commerce or retail traders’ association,

•  Establishing a referral or affiliate program on the website,

•  A visit to and participation in chat rooms relevant to your online business,

•  Setting up a ‘blog’ to speak one-to-one with your customers and promote thought leadership within 

the industry,

•  Preparation to do something different to stand out from everyone else’s web presence, and

•  Use of the best techniques from a good balance of conventional and online marketing to promote, advertise

and publicise your online business.

No one can afford to miss the e-marketing opportunities available. It is up to you how you want to leverage your

investment and maximise return on investment in your website.

Online PR 

Your online PR strategy will be part of your bigger PR effort. Within your PR strategy, you would normally always

develop a website presence.  

The development of a website is the core activity involved in online PR, the first point of contact for all external 

audiences and is your 24/7 window to the world. The brand and the message should reflect all other offline 

marketing and PR material for consistency. Another consideration is the look and feel of your website, as it reflects
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your brand and projects that to your target audiences. Within your website, it is essential that it has the 

following components:

•  An introduction/welcome to your company,

•  Top level background details describing your company, brands, products and services and reason for being,

•  Description of products and/or services,

•  Client comments/logos, and

•  Full contact details.

Additional options include:

•  A newsroom - Where all news and corporate information is published and updated on an ongoing basis.

This will be mainly for media, but other users may include industry analysts, customers and competitors.

•  Event/calendar section for the industry and/or the company itself.

• A blog - Used to supplement or enhance the website.  Options to post content to weblogs and also 

monitor relevant weblogs.  To be useful, a blog needs to be updated regularly to attract repeat visitors.

•  A client extranet - A secure area for clients and customers.  It is separate from the website and password

protected. It can be used for collaboration among account team members, for managing client billings and

for commerce if so required.

When developing a website for the first time, you will need to consider both your web development and web hosting

needs before commencing the project.  Web development is the actual construction of your website including

graphic design and any coding required.  A web hosting company provides a secure location for your web site to be

stored and accessed by the public.

Weblogs

Aside from the online versions of conventional media outlets, such as www.theaustralian.com.au, some of us will

have come across email newsletters and websites that are being generated by the general public - potentially your

customer or even competitor.

‘Bloggers,’ as they’ve been called, are such resources.  The name is a derivation of ‘Web logging’ 

(as in ‘Webloggers’).  Bloggers produce information, publish it online and attract people - sometimes your 

customers - or send information to audiences interested in the material - sometimes your customers.  

Blogs are rapidly becoming authoritative news sources. You could ignore this opportunity, but the audiences are

quite large and some of these resources have a higher amount of visitors than the usual, more accredited media

sites.  Remember, when the Internet and email were first introduced into business, they were described as fads.

Today we sometimes struggle to remember how we did business without these tools. 

Blogs are easy to create and maintain.  In fact, there is a site - www.blogger.com - that empowers anyone to create

a site of their very own about virtually any topic.  

How does blogging apply to the business world though?  Blogs are being established and used to communicate to

various target audiences, including customers, the media, competitors and analysts and so on, to inform them about

company news, product upgrades and advances, industry news, issues, research and development.
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Many consumers - including your prospective customers - seek, view and register with these resources.  

Blogs attract people to their sites, therefore build in-depth databases, online collaboration services (such as 

message boards) and push features that make the information on the site powerful.  Blogs can be very professional,

creating ‘serious’ industry leadership around the resource.  This leads to word-of-mouth exposure and the 

generation of additional traffic. 

Blogs help garner site traffic and often attract minor funding from various resources.  Blogs are hitting the world by

storm - more and more being introduced every day. 

Issues can arise that are detrimental to brands, products and services.  Minimal effort would require you to at least

pay attention to these communication streams, in order to be able to address and counteract a potential issue,

rather than ignore it and end up with an even more complex and critical situation. 

There are useful tools associated with blogging, which usually have technical terms, (such as Podcasting and RSS).

But don’t let that put you off - please refer to our glossary for more information.

Glossary of terms

Blogging/blog/blogger - A frequent, chronological publication of personal thoughts and Web links. 

A blog is often a mixture of what is happening in a person’s life and what is happening on the Web, a kind

of hybrid diary/guide site, although there are as many unique types of blogs as there are people.

People maintained blogs long before the term was coined, but the trend gained momentum with the 

introduction of automated published systems, most notably Blogger at blogger.com. Thousands of people

use services such as Blogger to simplify and accelerate the publishing process. 

Blogs are alternatively called web logs or weblogs.  However, ‘blog’ seems less likely to cause confusion,

as ‘web log’ can also mean a server’s log files.

Embedded blog - where the user can create a mini-version of the software inside a blog, allowing all who

visit the blog to be able to read, edit and manipulate Microsoft Office files.

Podcasting - A podcast is audio you can download and listen to wherever and whenever you want. 

You can hear new voices as well as traditional radio.

RSS - Really Simple Syndication - people download a simple news feed reader and use it as their 

preferred method for receiving content from sites (e.g. newsletters they have subscribed to).  It’s free, very

easy to use, immediate and reduces clog in your email inbox.

Narrowcasting - To send data to a specific list of recipients.  The Internet uses both a broadcast and a

narrowcast model.  Most websites are on a broadcast model since anyone with Internet access can view

the sites.  However, sites that require you to log in before viewing content are based more on the 

narrowcast model. ‘Push technologies’ - which send information to subscribers - are another form for 

narrowcasting.  Perhaps the best examples of narrowcasting are email lists where messages are sent only

to individuals who subscribe to the list.
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Case study - Holocentric
Sydney

‘Web marketing’

The company

Holocentric (www.holocentric.com) is an Australian company providing software for business and technology

modelling. The company helps organisations to model large and complex business processes, including IT.

The company’s flagship product is the Holocentric Modeler, which allows legacy technology to be migrated 

to modern platforms at very low cost and high integrity.  Customers include large Australian and 

international organisations. 

The situation

Small Australian companies typically find reaching customers in overseas locations difficult and 

expensive. The Web has dramatically altered the balance, especially for sellers of technology. Holocentric

wanted to take advantage of this medium to reach international customers who are actively looking for solutions

to migrate their legacy ICT applications without investing in the establishment of an overseas location.  

The solution

Holocentric used Internet advertising to target companies actively looking at migrating legacy 

applications, specifically Gupta or Forte to Microsoft C#. A common characteristic of these applications is that

they are large, complex and often are used in core business support functions. Most customers who require

this type of migration service are based outside of Australia.  Holocentric’s initial offer was to provide an 

inexpensive scoping study for these customers, during which Holocentric’s experts would convert some of

the application to demonstrate the size of the job and that Holocentric possessed the technical and business

know-how to tackle the customer’s problem. The company then sent the sample conversion back to the 

customer with a quote for complete conversion.   

The benefits obtained

Customers gained all the advantages of a technologically advanced approach that saved them significant time

and money.  Using the Internet, and Holocentric’s scoping and sample conversion approach also provided the

customer with a low-risk and low-cost evaluation process.

Holocentric reached many qualified customers internationally, with a significantly reduced but targeted sales

effort, which negated the risk of establishing overseas operations.  
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Award submissions

An often forgotten marketing opportunity that you may wish to consider is to nominate your business for an 

industry award.  

If you are nominated for or win awards, your business gains valuable recognition in your field, raising your profile among

important groups, including current and potential customers, the industry as a whole and the employment market.

The flow-on benefits of this can include:

•  Greater confidence leading to increased business with existing and potential customers.  A better profile has

the potential to decrease the length of your business’ sales cycle.

•  Raising your business’ profile in the industry has the potential to help build your network of industry 

contacts, recommendations from other businesses and attract partnering and external funding opportunities.

•  An increased profile in the employment market can attract high-calibre potential employees.

Each year, AIIA’s iAwards, the Australian ICT industry’s premier awards program, showcases innovative Australian-

developed ICT and provides local developers with exposure and recognition.  Winners go on to represent Australia

at the Asia Pacific ICT Awards (APICTA). Many winners of an iAward have been successful in using these awards as

a marketing tool for their business. More information and nomination forms are available at www.aiia.com.au
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While the other sections in this guide provide you with useful tips and techniques covering how to market your 

products or services, this chapter provides some important and basic information about the legal environment in

which you will be operating.

This section is not meant to scare you off marketing, however, it does provide some practical advice to help

you to avoid potential pitfalls in relation to a number of established laws including: the Spam Act, the Privacy Act,

Trade Practices Act, state- and territory-based rules governing competitions and promotions, and finally a useful 

reference list of government agencies responsible for protecting consumer rights, hearing complaints and policing 

monopoly behaviour.

The information contained in this chapter is by no means exhaustive. There are many good websites and booklets

available to small-to-medium businesses that explain these laws in more detail; however, this chapter is designed as

an introduction to laws that specifically affect how you might market your products and services in the 

Australian market.

The Australian Information Industry Association has produced a Software Legal Guide, which provides much more

detail about specific laws that an ICT company needs to be aware of. The AIIA website also contains a wealth of

information on many of these laws and can be found at: www.aiia.com.au

Remember that the legal environment is constantly changing, so whilst this guide can provide you with some basic

information, you should ALWAYS check for updates before embarking on any business activity with legal implications.

Online laws

First and foremost is the regulatory and legal framework within which you can do business. Any type of web 

presence is affected by the regulatory and legal environment, whether you have a simple brand presence or a

dynamic website with high security firewall, e-commerce and/or financial transaction capabilities.  Everyone must

adhere to the regulatory and legal guidelines. 

Given the nature of web and wireless technologies worldwide, the regulatory environment can be a grey area. 

To address this, the Advertising Federation of Australia (AFA), the Australian Direct Marketing Association (ADMA)

and the Public Relations Institute of Australia (PRIA) are actively encouraging their members to sign up to the 

e-marketing Code of Practice as a way to educate the industry and ensure the industry can maintain self-regulation. 

Advertising, marketing and public relations agencies largely comply with these codes as part of their risk 

management strategy, but it is important to understand that any business engaged in e-marketing communications

is bound by the Spam Act 2003.  Any company that does not comply with this Code and subsequently receives a

complaint will have complaints heard by the Australian Communications Authority (ACA). The ACA has the power to

investigate and issue warnings under the Code.  At the extreme, failure to comply with these warnings could lead to

court action and pecuniary penalties. This framework also applies to email and mobile marketing activities. 
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Although it is critical that businesses understand their obligations under the Code and Act, there is no reason to shy

away from this huge online marketing opportunity, but rather fully engage and make it work successfully for 

your business.

The Code is straightforward and is there to ensure we can maintain a self-regulating form of governance, so that

companies can confidently put mechanisms in place to ensure compliancy. Each of us has a responsibility to adhere

to these guidelines and prevent the need for government legislation. 

Signatory status form (PDF)  

The Code and Spam Act (full document - download as PDF). 

Spam

What is it?

With the growth in electronic forms of communication - emails, electronic newsletters, Internet sites that are able to

‘push’ promotions and content to consumers, and finally Internet-enabled mobile phones that have the capacity to

deliver all types of electronic promotions and other marketing content, the Australian Government introduced the

Spam Act 2003 to counter the sheer amount of junk email and unsolicited marketing content that flows into 

consumers’ mail boxes every day.

The Spam Act covers unsolicited commercial electronic messaging, which refers to emails, instant messaging, 

SMS and other mobile phone messaging, but excludes normal voice calls by telephone.

Why do we need this law?

The point of the Spam Act 2003 is to protect consumers from receiving unsolicited commercial messages and 

promotions via SMS, MMS, email and ‘push’ messages from Internet sites, without first giving their consent.

How does it affect my marketing activities?

At its simplest, the Spam Act 2003 is all about good old-fashioned courtesy and common sense.  It requires that

you to do three things, and these are:

1. Include accurate information about the sender of the message (so that consumers know where the message 

has come from),

2. Provide a way for the recipient of the message to indicate that they no longer wish to receive further messages 

from you. This is called an ‘unsubscribe’ facility, and

3. Obtain the written consent of the consumer, before you send any commercial messages to them, be it 

marketing material or details of how to carry out transactions with your business. 

Once you obtain written consent from your customers, you are able to send information to them, according to the

preferences they have expressed to you. That is, they might have said they’d like to receive your monthly newsletter

but do not want to receive your promotional leaflets by email.
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If you have a proven pre-existing relationship, you do not need to seek the consumer’s consent before you send

your materials.  A proven, pre-existing relationship could include emails between you and the consumer including

their request for you to send them information.

However, even if you have a pre-existing relationship with the consumer and the consumer subsequently asks you to

remove them from your mailing list, the provisions of the Spam Act mean that you are obliged to remove the 

consumer’s details from your list and you will be required to obtain their consent before you can send any future

marketing or other commercial information to them, despite the fact that you had a pre-existing relationship.

Although this sounds like it would be complicated, most modern databases and other list products allow you to

exclude certain individuals from your mailings, so this should not be overly complicated.

The fines for not getting it right are pretty hefty, so it is worth looking into this Act before you embark on your 

marketing program to make sure you understand your personal responsibilities under this Act. That way you should

avoid getting into difficulties.

Follow this link to get more information on the Spam Act 2003: http://www.dcita.gov.au/ie/spam_home.  This page

contains useful links to a practical business guide covering the conditions of this law.

Privacy Act

What is it?

The Privacy Act 1988 and Privacy Act (Private Sector) Amendment 2000 cover the treatment of an individual’s 

personal and private information, such as their medical history, bank account details, personal contact details 

and so on. 

This Act was introduced and subsequently updated to take into account the fact that a person’s private information

is more readily available now, with the extensive use of technology for health services, banking, online purchases,

forums and chat rooms.

Why do we need it?

This Act protects an individual’s private information.  It governs the access, storage and use of this information by a

third party (that is, anyone other than the owner of this information).

The Act prevents businesses and other organisations from collecting your personal information by unlawful means,

passing it on to another party, unless you have previously given them permission to do so.  For example, if you were

applying for a credit card or a loan, the bank may well ask you to give them permission to check the status of your

employment with your employer and they may want to know the details of your salary to make sure that you can

service the debt. The Privacy Act makes it clear that this organisation cannot on-sell these details to another 

organisation for marketing and sales purposes, if it is not related to your original credit card or loan application.
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How could it affect my marketing?

You need to make sure you ask for your customer’s consent before obtaining their personal details. You are also

obliged under this law to be careful about who and what you store in relation to a customer’s personal information.

It is a case of applying commonsense and sensitivity to your marketing activities.  However, if you are not sure of what

to do, please follow this link for more information on this important law: http://www.privacy.gov.au/act/privacyact/

Trade Practices Act

What is it?

The Trade Practices Act protects consumers from misleading marketing or advertising materials.  It also protects 

consumers from purchasing faulty and unsafe products.  It sets minimum safety standards for all manufacturers to

follow.  It allows the government to order the recall of products that are unsafe and it allows the consumer to seek

compensation where they have been injured by a faulty product.  Many parts of this Act are mirrored in various state

and territory fair trading laws. 

Why do we need it?

It is important for businesses to make sure their products meet the Australian Safety Standards. It is also important

to make sure marketing messages do not deliberately seek to mislead the consumer in relation to the features 

attributed to a particular product or service.  At its most basic, this Act is about being fair and honest about the

things your product can do and it’s all about doing the right thing when you discover something wrong with your

product or service, particularly where that fault has the potential to affect a person’s safety.

How does it affect my marketing activities?

The law covers all sorts of products and services; it covers the rules of selling online and it covers scams and other

unscrupulous schemes.

The best way to make sure you do not fall foul of this Act is to get advice on how the Act affects your product or

service.  Details of this Act are contained in AIIA’s Software Legal Guide and online at 

http://www.consumersonline.gov.au/content/ConsumerRights/TradePracticesAct.asp 

With regards to marketing materials, it is best to keep it simple, keep it honest and get someone in your company

who is very familiar with the capabilities of your product or service to check what you are saying, ensuring that it

does not promise features that are not in your product and that are not included in your service.  If you are not sure

if you meet the conditions of this Act, get legal advice.

Permits and promotions

To stop everyone and anyone from running ad-hoc promotions at your local bus depot, online or at your local 

shopping centre, there are rules governing competitions and promotions. These laws are state- and territory-based,

so you will need to check how they apply to promotions and give-aways held in your state or territory.
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Why do we need these laws?

These laws are designed to protect consumers from scams.

How does it affect my marketing?

These laws apply to you if you are thinking of running a lottery or other promotion where you will be giving away a

prize or where the consumer has to purchase your product to enter into the promotion.

The laws stipulate quite clearly that you must first register your promotion with your local state- or territory-based

gaming and lotteries regulator.  It states that you need to provide all details and copies of advertisements related to

the promotion, including the conditions of entry, the prize(s), value of the prize(s), the method by which entries will be

judged and the process for unclaimed prizes.

If you are planning to run a promotion in several states and territories, you will need to apply for a permit to run this

promotion in each state and territory. You cannot obtain one permit for the whole of Australia.

The following sites from Victoria and New South Wales provide guidance on how to obtain permits in those states.

These two sites are provided for your reference only. You will need to check with your local authority regarding the

laws governing permits in your state or territory.

For Victoria: http://www.vcgr.vic.gov.au/CA256F800017E8D4/FAQ/DC1B80ACF2B5B71ACA25702F003453EC?Open

For NSW:  https://wwwdb.dgr.nsw.gov.au/tpldocs/tpl_permit_conditions_l132.html

Important regulators - the following list provides you with useful links to other regulators who deal with laws 

that govern the fair marketing and sales of goods and services in Australia:

Office of Fair Trading - http://www.consumersonline.gov.au/content/links/FairTrading.asp

ACCC - www.accc.gov.au 

TIO - www.tio.com.au 

Banking Industry Ombudsman - www.abio.org.au 
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When do I use marketing? 

Marketing is very useful when you need to communicate messages about your product or service to potential new 

customers.  If you are starting a new business, it may be helpful to use marketing to establish an identity in your market.

If you have an existing business, you may wish to change or develop perceptions about your product or service. 

Once your brand has a positive identity, marketing can be used to continue driving sales momentum through 

ongoing communication about the benefits of what you are selling, and often through promotional activities. 

In times of low sales activity, many small businesses cut their marketing budgets to ease financial strain. This is in

fact a time in which marketing activity should be undertaken to reinstate customer trust in the products or services

on offer, create demand and drive sales. 

Put simply, good marketing is always useful and always an important part of your overall business plan.

How do I reach my target audiences?

Prior to initiating any marketing activity, it is vital to establish who it is you are trying to reach, and to conduct some

research into their attitudes and behaviours.

Your market research will provide you with insights into what communication channels your target audiences are

most receptive to, as well as other information that will help build a profile on how best to speak to this group. 

For example, if your potential customers are likely to catch public transport you may choose to place advertisements

in bus shelters, or conduct promotional activity at train stations.   

Remember to look at what your competitors are doing, and aim to develop a strategy that will differentiate your

offerings from theirs. If your competitors are all doing direct mail-outs, there is a good chance your target audience

will be saturated with information and is less likely to respond positively to yours, so aim to employ a new method 

of communication. 

How can I determine if my marketing program was a success? 

In developing your marketing program you should set clear, realistic business objectives.  Ask yourself why you are

undertaking the marketing activity.  Do you want more people to know about your brand? Do you want to drive sales? 

If so, by how much?

Make your goals measurable and achievable, based on your business objectives. 

To assess your success in meeting these objectives you may employ one or more of the following criteria:

•  Sales,

•  Profit margin, 

•  Growth of customer database,
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•  Demonstrated increased awareness of your brand, and

•  Positive media coverage.

What if my marketing program is not working? What do I do next?

It is important to continually evaluate your marketing program, as not every strategy you try will guarantee success. 

If you feel your marketing program is not working, have a look at your original business objectives, and the results

being generated. It may be time to re-evaluate. 

Were your objectives realistic, or were they asking too much?  Did you allocate adequate resources to facilitate 

meeting your objectives?  Did you research your target market sufficiently before developing your marketing plan? 

You may need to consult a marketing professional to assist you with establishing, monitoring and evaluating your

marketing campaign, and help you to redirect your marketing activity to ensure greater success. 

How much do I spend on marketing? On a particular promotion?

The answer varies, depending on the source. Some suggest that you should set a yearly marketing budget of 4-10

per cent of your annual turnover. Others, especially when starting a new business, take the ‘all I can afford’

approach, in which they dedicate any spare or leftover money to marketing. 

There is no hard and fast rule when determining how much money to spend on a marketing program, or one 

particular marketing activity, but it is helpful to refer back to your business objectives and set marketing tasks to

achieve them.  Develop a budget by costing out each of these tasks, and then evaluate the priority of each task in

the context of how much money you can realistically dedicate to the program. 

If you need assistance in determining what is realistic, you may find it helpful to consult an accountant or a 

financial advisor.  

What cost-effective marketing promotional tools are available
to me?

You do not need to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on advertising to achieve great results in a marketing

campaign. There are many cost-effective ways to market your business to both new and existing customers.  

These include:

•  Customer loyalty programs and sales-driving competitions,

•  Maintaining your physical appearance, and that of your business’ premises,

•  Self promote with business cards, printing your details, including your website address on your company

car, and

•  Provide great pre- and post-sales customer service to maintain good relationships with your existing 

customers, who may later refer your business to others.

Many other creative ideas exist for marketing your company on a minimal budget. Try exploring marketing websites

and DIY marketing guides, and don’t be afraid to try your own imagination.
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How do I decide how many marketing activities I can do within
one year? 

The amount of marketing activity you can undertake within one year will depend on the number of business 

objectives you are committed to fulfilling at that particular time and how much work they will require. When creating

your marketing plan, make sure you have access and budget available for people to carry out the activities you are

planning.  For example, if you are planning a week-long, in-store demonstration ask yourself who will be running the

demonstration. Do you have sufficient funds to pay for their time? 

It is also necessary to be mindful in determining how many marketing activities you undertake in each year to ensure

that you will be able to service an increasing demand for your product or service.  For example, if you have set the

objective to increase sales by 20 per cent over the next six months, you will need to make sure you have adequate

product and people available to cater for this new success! 

Your budget will also play a role in determining the amount of activity you are able to undertake, but is not always 

an accurate indication.  A small budget may still lend itself to many activities if they are targeted, cost-effective and

well planned.

What elements of marketing should I plan to do within my first year?

Your first year of marketing should be spent firmly establishing your marketing plan and prioritising which business

objectives you would like to achieve first. 

Initial time should be spent researching your target market thoroughly - without this knowledge your marketing plan

is likely to fail due to a lack of understanding exactly how to reach these potential customers. 

Simultaneously, work on evaluating your products or services to ensure high-quality, optimal value for money.  

Work at being able to offer customers something slightly different to that offered by your competitors, such as added

product features or outstanding customer service.  Ensure that the messages you develop around your marketing

campaign are a true reflection of your product and service.  Unsubstantiated promises can prove damaging to 

your business.

How much money do I have to put in before I can see a result?

No set amount of money needs to be dedicated to marketing before you can see results in your program. 

It is much more important to spend the budget that you do have wisely on well-researched, well-planned and 

well-executed activities. 

Do I need a specialist marketing person/agency to help me?

A specialist marketing professional or marketing agency can be very helpful in assisting with the development of a

marketing plan, and using their expertise to drive the various stages of execution and evaluation.

Hiring a dedicated professional, however, is not the only way to proceed.  If you are comfortable researching various

marketing strategies, and feel as though you are savvy, you may be able to develop the plan in consultation with

your business partners, or on your own.
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How do I select an agency?

If you do choose an agency, make sure your marketing specialist assists you in your marketing activities, it is 

important that you invest your marketing budget in a reputable, professional agency that understands your business.

It is a good idea to contact your professional peer network or industry association in order to gain an idea of the

range of agencies that may be suitable for your business.  Research these companies’ websites (if available) or

obtain their marketing materials, highlighting the services on offer and previous experience.

Shortlist the top three to five agencies that appear most appropriate to your business and make an initial telephone

call to discuss your ideas and requirements.  How well does the agency understand your type of business?  

Do they offer the services that you require?  What other activities can they recommend that you had not previously

considered?  Are the services offered within your budget?  Follow up with a personal meeting to discuss how you

might work together to redirect efforts. 

When do I call a marketing specialist in to help me?

If you do not have the adequate time to focus on, develop and implement your own marketing campaign, it is a

good idea to ask for the support of a marketing specialist.  Alternatively, you may have already developed your 

strategy, and would like recommendations on how best to implement it. 

Marketing specialists are called in at times when you need specific information and guidance. The earlier you get a

marketing specialist involved in your program, the more they will be able to help you.  Keep in mind that it can be 

difficult for a specialist to evaluate your activity to date if you did not set objectives, or failed to monitor data such as

sales figures and levels of customer satisfaction. 

How much will they cost? How do they charge?

The ways in which marketing professionals charge vary, as does the amount that they cost.  An internal marketing

professional can be an excellent addition to your team.  AIIA’s Salary Survey can help you determine the cost of 

hiring an internal marketing professional at various levels of experience and skill.  If, however, you decide to use an

agency or freelance specialist, they charge you based on an hourly rate. At the time of going to print, rates are

based on level of expertise and vary from about $80 to $150 per hour.

Other professionals will set out defined projects within your marketing plan, and will charge you on a project-by-project

basis, regardless of time spent. This amount is usually predetermined in consultation between the marketing 

specialist and the business owner, based on how much work will be required to complete the project.

Keep communication with marketing specialists open on an ongoing basis to ensure that their activities are aligned

with your objectives and set budget.

How do I determine if their costs represent good value for money?

It is often difficult to determine how best to evaluate whether marketing specialists represent good value for money,

as much of the work they do is focused on shaping perceptions, therefore the link to sales and profit is often indirect

or delayed. 
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Make sure your marketing specialist is aware of your measurable business objectives, and ensure that the money

you are spending is geared towards achieving these objectives.  For the duration of the campaign, make sure that

your specialist’s activities are tracked, and evaluated against the business objectives and their professional fees. 

If you are clear about your objectives and can deliver the resources needed to assist the marketing specialist 

execute your plan, you should be getting good value for your money. If, however, you find that your marketing 

specialist is not achieving your set goals, you will need to assess why this is happening, and work together in 

redirecting efforts.

Should I join a marketing association? If so, who?

Marketing associations are useful groups that help you understand the marketing industry, and offer multiple 

opportunities to grow your marketing skills. Marketing associations are also available to offer advice about issues of

best practice and can put you in contact with a network of people to assist you in your marketing ventures.

However, they are designed to assist marketing professionals and marketing businesses, not the customer. 

The Australian Information Industry Association (AIIA), which is the peak body in Australia for the ICT industry, hosts 

a number of Marketing Forums each year for its members.  The Marketing Forums are designed to help ICT 

businesses gather contacts and information to assist in making better marketing decisions.  AIIA’s Marketing Forums

also provide an excellent opportunity to network with other businesses with a similar background to your own.

What do I need to start a website?

You will need to register a domain name or web address.  This web address will ultimately be ‘pointed’ (the industry

term is delegated) to the server that your website ‘lives’ on.  

You should start with a plan for what you are trying to achieve with this website, including its purpose, to ensure that

you are building a useful tool to assist your organisation.  Then write all of the copy that you require, plan the infor-

mational structure and gather suitable images.  

How much will it cost to develop a website?

The development cost will depend on your requirements.  A simple website, with limited interactivity, similar to an

online brochure will be the most cost-effective to develop.  A more complicated site supported by a database or

with online transactions will be more expensive.

Depending on your level of IT expertise, you could either develop a simple site yourself or contract a professional

web developer.  Most companies use a web developer to build their site.

What should I look for in a web developer?

A proven track record and a well-defined methodology, which clearly explains the process that will be followed and

key milestones such as ‘no content changes after this point’ are important.  Look at their previous work to determine

if their style is suitable for your corporate image.  

Ask for references from existing clients.  See what their ideas for future enhancements to the site are - the Internet

moves so quickly, that planning for the future as much as possible from the start of a project can save resources

when the time comes for enhancements.
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What is web hosting?

Each website that you visit on the Internet is stored somewhere.  You can think of web hosting in a similar way to

renting a unit in an apartment complex.  You rent a ‘space’ on a type of computer called a ‘server’ where your 

website will ‘live’.  In addition to the server space, your web hosting company should also provide you with an 

appropriate environment for optimal performance of the web server including security, connectivity, climate control,

fire suppression and an uninterruptible power supply.

Your web hosting company can also provide you with email and domain name registration.

What is the difference between web development and 
web hosting?

Web development is the process of building the web pages from scratch and should involve a design, construction

and testing phase.  

Once your website is finished, you will have a set of files that make up your website and these are then uploaded by

you or your developer onto a web server that resides at your web hosting company. 

What should I look for in a web hosting company?

A high quality, reliable web hosting company will provide high levels of redundant bandwidth, uninterruptible power

supplies, back up generators for emergency situations, physical and technological security provisions and fire 

facilities to help to ensure that your website is always available.  

It is no good to have a fantastic site if it is often offline because the hosting company’s infrastructure is substandard.

Ask about future scalability of the plan you are on - you may start with a simple site but wish to enhance 

interactivity in the future so it is good be sure that your hosting company can cater for your future needs as well.  

24/7 technical support is also important in a web hosting company.  You will rarely need to use them, but it is 

comforting to know they are there!

Where else can I go for help? Information?

The marketing industry has several industry bodies that are available to provide support and further information.

These include:

•  The Australian Marketing Institute (AMI),

•  Marketing Association of Australia and New Zealand (MAANZ),

•  The Public Relations Institute of Australia (PRIA),

•  The Advertising Federation of Australia (AFA), and

•  The Australian Direct Marketing Association (ADMA).
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There are many ways to spend your marketing dollars, and the task can seem overwhelming at first.  Keep in mind

that a marketing plan can be very effective if it is well researched and defined.  Follow the steps in this guide and you

are well on your way to establishing an effective marketing plan for your product or service.

It is important to keep your marketing strategy simple and realistic.  If well planned, marketing strategies are easy to

track and become an integrated part of running your business.

Even relatively inexpensive marketing ideas and activities can go a long way.  It is essential to start simple, and

build your innovations into marketing programs, as you get more familiar and comfortable with the direction

you wish to go. By taking a simple approach, you then allow yourself more creativity.  

Basic first steps

•  Research your market to determine who most needs or wants your product or service,

•  Research your target audiences to understand their aspirations, places they seek information, 

their available income and who influences their decisions,

•  Analyse your business with the Four Ps of marketing, 

•  Define business objectives,

•  Decide on roles and responsibilities, and

•  Determine budget.

Regardless of all the outside factors to be considered when marketing a product or service, two important factors are:

Keep it simple

When looking at your marketing plan it is important to pull everything back to the essentials.  It is from the bare

essentials that the great ideas will develop as you delve further into your project.  Keeping your marketing plan 

simple allows for you to have room to move, room to grow, and little room for making mistakes.

Having a simple plan to work from is incentive to action all the points required to get the project moving.

In order to ‘keep it simple  you should bear in mind such things as formatting, and the style of language used.

Consider breaking down the different sections into lead sentences and make use of such things as bullet points 

to further support and highlight the marketing actions required in the strategy.

Another important thing to remember is to use a style of language that is appropriate for a business plan.  

The strategy is a document that should concisely explain the different steps of the marketing plan to 

anyone who reads it.
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Plan ahead 

The important steps to take when planning ahead are:

•  Create a time line, and

•  Allocate resources to ensure the campaign is implemented.

These steps are important because there is no point in having a beautiful marketing plan when no one has time to

action it, or no budget allocated to research advertising or service new business.

Although there is no single way to prepare a marketing plan, there are certain things that should serve as a guide:

•  Analyse the market - look at things such as demographics, and customer needs.  This can be done

through market research, and is measured by either qualitative or quantitative data,

•  Develop your marketing objectives - these must be measurable, achievable and well defined.  

For example, one of your objectives might be to increase sales by 15 per cent in the first half of the year, 

•  Formulate strategies - consider which approach is the best to take,

•  Prepare an action plan - what tactics will you use? 

•  Develop a marketing budget - this is where you determine costs for your strategy, and

•  Outline evaluation criteria - how will you know if your approach has worked, and if you have gained value 

for money? 
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Sample marketing plan

Below is a sample marketing plan for a fictitious company called Ergonomic Peripherals.  Depending upon your

product or service, there will be parts of this plan that can be excluded.  However, this is a guide to the sections and

topics that generally need to be considered in any comprehensive marketing plan.

What is the purpose of a marketing plan?

A marketing plan essentially works as a guide to help you establish, direct and coordinate your marketing efforts.

A marketing plan:

•  Initiates assessment of what’s going on in the marketplace, and makes you look at how it specifically 

affects your business, and

•  Provides a point of reference for later measurement.

Marketing plan:

Executive summary

Gives a brief overview of the marketing plan, highlighting the key goals and actions.

Introduction

-  Mission statement, 

-  Current marketing activity,

-  Goals, 

-  SWOT analysis, and

-  Actions.

Introduction example

Ergonomic Peripherals is a company specialising in the development of ergonomic computer peripherals,

including keyboards and mice, designed to minimise the risk of repetitive strain injury from prolonged 

computer use.  The company is currently creating a new range of ergonomic accessories called Ergo Kids,

especially designed for children aged 5 to 10 years of age.  This innovative range of products will be

launched in November 2005, prior to Christmas and ahead of the new school year.  

Ergonomic Peripherals is committed to achieving product category leadership by focusing on being at the

cutting edge of development, product innovation and marketing.

Mission statement - example

To launch Ergonomic Peripherals’ Ergo Kids ergonomic keyboards and mice in November 2005. 

Incorporating the fit and feel that Ergonomic Peripherals is known for, catering to young computer users.
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Current marketing activity - example

Ergonomic Peripherals’ has until this stage advertised in catalogue inserts in specialist computer magazines.

In order to launch Ergo Kids, the company would like to try various new marketing strategies to reach the

parent demographic.

Goals - example

To be the name synonymous with computer accessories especially designed for children, with comfort and

safety in mind.

To increase sales of the brand by X% or to increase Ergonomic Peripherals’ share of the keyboard and

mouse market in this financial year.

SWOT - example

Internal to your company:

Strengths - addresses parents’ health concerns about potential RSI injuries incurred by their children while

using the computer, trusted brand, well established, new developments, and affordable prices.

Weaknesses - first such products directly marketed for use by children, viability of parents buying 

specialised equipment where existing mice and keyboards also function.

External factors you need to be aware of:

Opportunities - recent increased focus in the media about the risks of repetitive strain injury (RSI). 

Threats - Prices of competing brands in the ergonomics space, variety of competing brands.

Actions

Ergonomic Peripherals aims to launch Ergo Kids in the following ways:

•  Channels - selling through established stores that already stock children’s products, such as Target 

and K-Mart,

•  Competitions - offering products as prizes on children’s television program “Go, go stop”,

•  Advertising - in children’s magazines such as Barbie, and

•  Public relations - send samples of products for review by relevant publications.  Spokesperson available 

to talk about the risks of RSI (and how ergonomic equipment can help to decrease RSI).

Actioning the plan - roles, responsibilities and training

Once you have finished writing your marketing plan you must take steps to action it.  This is a vital part,

requiring time and dedication in order to succeed.
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After the plan is complete, you should:

•  Decide who in your organisation will be allocated the different tasks

•  Estimate how much time and cost will be required for each task to be completed.

Other things to consider:

•  Will any of your staff members require additional training in order to have the skills to execute the campaign?

•  If you are using an outside agency, who will be your point of contact?  How will the campaign be 

monitored and updated?

Marketing objectives

•  Sales forecasts,

•  Marketing strategies, and

•  Determine the tools and techniques you will use to reach your market.

Target markets

Example:

At Ergonomic Peripherals, a customer is someone who:

1.  Owns or regularly uses a computer,

2.  Is health and comfort conscious, and

3.  Is interested in buying solid, reliable products at a reasonable price.

Ergo Kids products are aimed at parents and relatives of children aged 5 to 10 years.

Marketing strategies

•  Product,

•  Price,

•  Place, and

•  Promotion.

Financial planning strategies

•  Establishment costs - How much will you need to spend to get your marketing up and running?  

This could be as simple as placing an advertisement in the Yellow Pages.

•  Forecast of revenue - How do you make sure you can afford to keep marketing your products or services?

How much money do you need to ensure you sell more and that your business grows?

•  Profit projections - How do you make sure you will still make a profit and your revenue exceeds 

your costs?
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Implementation, monitoring and controls

Conclusion

Summary of evaluation, analysis, recommendations, proposals and suggestions.

Review, evaluate, revise

First and foremost, it is important to give each marketing strategy enough time to be effective and be 

evaluated properly.

Your marketing campaign needs to be a working document that is periodically reviewed, evaluated and revised.  

The campaign needs to motivate and innovate.  To begin with, it is best to define activity for set periods of time,

such as six months to a year.

As the campaign gets into full swing, look at what was effective and what didn’t work as planned.  This is a chance

to learn from experience and perhaps modify your approach for the next phase.  

Look at:

•  What worked?  For example, did you organise a successful sponsorship opportunity or direct mail 

campaign?  Did you meet your business objectives?  If so, which ones?  

•  What factors aided your success?

•  What has changed in the marketplace that might influence your next approach?

•  How can you replicate this success?

Perhaps you can do a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis on the marketing 

campaign itself to determine what works well and where gaps might exist.

This ‘review, evaluate and revise period’ is the time to make modifications to your marketing plan, by 

changing strategies in order to meet your business objectives.   

Were the business objectives realistic?  If they were achieved, then what worked well?  If they were not achieved,

why do you think this is?  What can be done in the future to improve the results? Establish what activities you will

continue to pursue and what you will leave out in future. 

Things to consider when reviewing, evaluating and revising include:

•  What didn’t work?

•  Why didn’t it work?

•  Was your message right for your audience?

•  Did you abandon the project before it had a chance to work?

•  Did you get caught up in the details, and forget about the bigger picture?

•  Did you forgo certain things because you didn’t have time to implement them yourself?
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•  Do you have sufficient time to continue to implement your marketing program?  How can you delegate

some marketing responsibilities to your existing staff?  What are the benefits of outsourcing your work 

to a marketing professional? 

Repeat successful activities

Repetition of successful actions can become a year in, year out strategy, however, it is important to continually stand

back and reassess your actions as you complete them.  Keeping abreast of changes in the market is a useful way of

assessing whether to continue with what has worked in the past or to make some changes.  For instance, has there

been an influx of direct competitors in recent times?  Have there been any significant technological advances 

influencing your business?  Successful marketing should be viewed as an evolving process.
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Marketing and sales are invariably linked.  You might be confused by the difference between each discipline as the

two names were often used in place of one another in the past.  This section deals with sales basics, as distinct

from marketing, to help you formulate a basic sales plan to sit alongside your now comprehensive marketing plan.  

If you would like more information on sales theory and sales plans, simply visit the Internet, your local bookshop or

enrol in a sales course through an educational institution.

Tips on sales awareness for non sales people

This section outlines a range of insights on proven, practical sales processes for people with little or no sales 

background, training or experience, from Wolken Technology Management Pty Ltd.

Traps for beginners

Some mistaken assumptions that many people make about sales:

“Customers buy things”

No - consumers buy things, but in commercial or industrial markets, prospects may often define their needs.  

They select the product that is best sold to them from a choice of seemingly similar, competing products. 

For example, when a company needs to buy an industrial air conditioning system, they define the need and

choose a number of companies they may like to buy from.  The product they buy is sold to them from one of the

chosen companies.

“The first step to selling is a demonstration”

The demonstration should be the eighth step in a ten-step process of a professional sale.  While some people make the

demonstration the first step, often their sales campaign runs out of steam and the prospect stops returning their calls.

The 10 steps are defined as following:

1 Research the prospect

2 Make contact

3 Establish the decision-making process

4 Establish needs and wants

5 Create interest

6 Establish basis of decision

7 Scope the needs and analysis survey

8 Demonstrate and present

9 Proposal

10 Close
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“Selling is easy - it’s only a matter of talking the talk”

That’s like saying writing a novel is only keying in strings of words. Selling is both a science and an art.  It may look

easy, but an untrained person is likely to encounter many frustrations if they try to sell the product to someone who

doesn’t know them or their product or hasn’t identified a specific need for its use. The first thing that a vendor

should do is to understand what they do not know about selling. Then work out whether they have the available

resources to do it. 

“It always comes down to price”

Price is never the only consideration in a properly conducted sale and it rarely is the most important one. If price is

looming high in a deal then you have not been selling your product or service, you are letting the prospect buy, or

you are in a commodity market (high volume, low margin, minimal differentiation) and if that isn’t where you planned

to be, you should take a long hard look at your business model. Price can be relegated to final haggling if you 

successfully work the decision-making process.

The decision-making process

Many people tell you that all you have to do is find the ‘decision maker’ and focus on them. This may work if

you are selling door-to-door to an individual person, but in the ICT world there is a decision-making process.

Look for the complete decision making-process by asking the following questions:

•  “Who is involved in the decision?” Look to the technical buyer, the end user, the economic buyer.  

Who controls the budget? Who is taking responsibility for the project?  These days, you ignore the 

finance people at your peril.  Contemporary governance demands that they will have a say in anything 

over $10,000.

•  “What is the decision about?” What is the decision? What is the scope? What is the budget?

•  “When are they making the decision?” When do they want to go live? Does their planned decision

date allow the project to be finished in time?  What time frame does the decision cover?

•  “Where is the evaluation done?” Where is the final decision made? Can you be there?

•  “How are they making the decision?” Are they going with a formal process (RFI, RFQ, and tender)? 

Is there an evaluation panel? Are they looking at more than one or two vendors? Will they announce a

short list or go straight to the decision?

•  “Why are they making this decision?” This is the ‘compelling reason to buy’, You must know it in

order to sell your product or service and help the prospect articulate it.  It is the axis around which your

qualification is based.  It is the ‘basis of decision’.
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“All I need to learn is how to close”

You can’t close if you have not opened properly.  Closing is the last of ten discrete steps.  Get one of those steps

wrong, or miss one and even the best salesperson would have a problem bringing the deal to a successful close. 

If you have carried out the basic steps leading up to the close, the close is easy.  Quite often, if you have the nine

steps before the close covered, the prospect rings you and asks you to get the paperwork ready.  Do the solid work

up front and leave flashy, pressure closes to people who sell aluminium cladding.

The basis of decision

Each player in each decision-making process will have some input into the decision; some will be based on 

professionally established ‘needs’.  Others will be on personal subjective ‘wants’. You have to work out the 

difference.  It is easy to meet everyone’s needs and wants in a sales campaign, but it rarely happens.  Mostly, you

have to work out how your offering stacks up against this combined, weighted measure of needs and wants when

compared to your competitors.  That leads us to qualification.

Qualification

Qualify early, qualify often.  If you can’t see the value of your offering, then how can the customer?  Qualifying out is

not quitting, it is merely evaluating your chances.  If your chances aren’t good, you move on to find a prospect that

is better suited to your solution.  Strong qualification saves money and time, and ultimately leads you on to more

sales and more satisfied customers.

Closing

After following the preceding steps, closing is just about negotiation: win/win negotiation.
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Now that you have your marketing plan... don’t think the hard work stops there!

Marketing is an ongoing process that requires constant re-analysis, evaluation and creative thought.  We suggest

that you gather your team once a month or quarter and re-examine the key strategies and objectives you wrote for

your business at the beginning of the process. Critically evaluate any changes to your business and your 

marketing plan.  Questions such as these may be worth asking:

•  Are your objectives and strategies still relevant? 

•  What changes in the marketplace have taken place that may necessitate a re-write of your objectives? 

•  Do you need to rethink any strategies that aren’t providing outstanding results? 

•  Are there new competitors in the market? 

•  Have you substantially grown your business? 

•  Can you afford to direct more resources to marketing than when you first set out on this journey?

It shouldn’t take too long, but this is a process that all successful marketers employ. It also makes good business

sense to re-evaluate your business plan at this point too. It reminds your team members what it is they are working

towards and serves to re-ignite enthusiasm and passion for your product or service again.

Good luck!

AIIA, Porter Novelli and WebCentral are proud to have brought you this SME Marketing Guide to help you grow your

business. The guide will continue to be reviewed and we would love to hear from you with any suggestions or 

additions you believe the guide requires. We too will constantly re-evaluate our product to ensure it remains 

relevant and useful to our target market - Australian ICT SMEs.
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Industry associations

The Australian ICT industry is one of the most highly developed and competitive industries in the Asia Pacific region.

The Australian Information Industry Association (AIIA) is the peak national body in Australia for the ICT industry. It has

been operating for more than 25 years and has in excess of 450 member companies employing 100,000

Australians.  AIIA’s services include government, industry and media lobbying, providing productivity tools, as well as

establishing strategic direction for the industry.  AIIA helps ICT businesses develop and enhance their operations by

providing networking opportunities, advisory services, training, industry events and other services. 

Visit: www.aiia.com.au

Sales training

When looking for sales training opportunities, you will find a tremendous range of specialised institutions available.

Narrow down your options by establishing which specific skills you want to learn and then consult the Yellow Pages

directory to pinpoint local providers. Listed below are some of many organisations that you could approach.    

•  Australian Business Limited (non government, training and advice for small businesses)

•  Local community colleges

•  Local TAFE evening classes

•  Local Australian computer societies

Marketing

Australian Marketing Institute

http://www.ami.org.au

Australian Market & Social Research Society

http://www.mrsa.com.au/

Australian Direct Marketing Association

http://www.adma.com.au

The Marketing Association of Australia and New Zealand

http://www.marketing.org.au
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Advertising

As part of an overall marketing plan, advertising is identified as paid promotion of a product or company. 

While public relations will endeavour to achieve long-term awareness and trust with your public, advertising has the

role of creating instant persuasive impact on your potential customers.  However, the market is as specialised and

fierce in competition as the industry for which it seeks to deliver.  Choosing from a wide range of agencies can prove

a first hurdle. 

The following industry associations will help you to find an extensive list of advertising agencies:

http://www.aana.com.au

http://www.afa.org.au

Moreover, check with Australia’s leading marketing and advertisement magazines online websites for further contacts. 

http://www.adnews.com.au

http://www.bandt.com.au

The Yellow Pages directory will always be another valuable starting point from which you can source a whole range

of agencies servicing your area.

www.yellowpages.com.au

Much frequented online search engines are a final option in finding businesses offering advertising services.

www.google.com.au

www.yahoo.com.au

Media

The function of the media is to serve as channels of communication between different members of society. As a 

for-profit entity, you will be interested in positively shaping media and consumers’ opinion of your business, so as to

influence their buying habits in your favour.  While you may not be able to control WHAT people are thinking about you,

it will be easier to ensure THAT people are thinking about you.  Establishing and maintaining positive working relationships

with editors and journalists covering your business area should prove a vital part in your marketing activities. 

Major newspapers with IT sections

•  The Australian, http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au

•  Australian Financial Review, http://afr.com

•  The Sydney Morning Herald, http://www.smh.com.au

•  The Courier Mail, http://www.thecouriermail.news.com.au

•  The Age, http://www.theage.com.au

•  The Canberra Times, http://canberra.yourguide.com.au

•  The Daily Telegraph, http://dailytelegraph.news.com.au
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•  Herald Sun, http://www.heraldsun.news.com.au

•  The West Australian, http://www.thewest.com.au

•  The Advertiser, http://www.news.com.au/

Major IT magazine publishers

•  IDG Communications, www.idg.com.au

•  ACP, www.acp.com.au

•  Fairfax, www.fairfax.com.au

•  Haymarket, www.itnews.com.au

•  CNET Networks Australia, www.cnet.com.au

Major TV networks

•  Channel 7, www.seven.com.au

•  Channel 9, www.ninemsn.com.au

•  Network 10, www.ten.com.au

•  ABC, www.abc.net.au

•  SBS, www.sbs.com.au

Major radio stations

•  ABC, www.abc.net.au

•  Triple M, www.triplem.com.au

•  Nova, www.nova937.com.au

Legal advice

Free expression of interest is a key factor of Australia’s democratic society.  Advertising is an expression of interest

and as such is not automatically compelled to abide by a fixed set of legally binding rules. Various codes of ethics

will set a non-compulsory framework for marketing practices.  However, a variety of legally binding obligations exist

that apply to any marketing activities:  including copyright abidance, defamation restrictions and truth in advertising.

A number of organisations can be contacted for legal advice.

While industry associations do not offer any legal advice, they may be a great resource for pointing you in the 

right direction. 

You can find additional advice from law societies in your individual state. 

As advertising is a billion dollar industry, several law firms and attorneys have specialised in commercial 

advertisement law. Going through the Yellow Pages or following the links on many online search engines, as well as

marketing and advertisement-related websites, can again help you to find these contacts. 
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Government

Australian Government 

http://www.fed.gov.au

Government Department of Communications, Information Technology and the Arts (DCITA)

www.dcita.gov.au

Government organisation ensuring compliance with the Trade Practices Act

http://www.accc.gov.au

Fair Trade Association of Australia and New Zealand

http://www.fta.org.au 

Spam Act 2003

http://internet.aca.gov.au/acainterwr/consumer_info/spam/spam_overview_for%20_business.pdf 

Spam (Consequential Amendments) Act 2003

http://scaleplus.law.gov.au/html/comact/11/6736/0/CM000070.htm

Privacy Act 1988, incorporating amendments up to Act No. 49 2004

http://www.privacy.gov.au/publications/privacy88_030504.doc

Exporting

Marketing your products or services to an overseas audience can seem like a particularly difficult task. You might

need to gain knowledge of a variety of factors that influence your business: local trade practices, market relations,

legal requirements, customer habits, etc.  The following organisations can offer you support:

•  http://www.austrade.gov.au

•  http://www.bca.com.au

Events

Events such as conferences, seminars and awards offer an excellent platform for networking, media coverage and

customer contact.  Mapping your corporate activities around the dates of major industry get-togethers should

become common practice for marketing strategists.  Planning and preparation can be lengthy and costly, however,

care should be taken to select those few single events that both meet the budget and promise maximum 

exposure to your target clients and media.
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This section contains copies of the templates covered in this guide. This section is designed to be a marketing

resource for you, so that you can draw on different templates as you need them and customise them for your own

use. Some of the templates you will find in this section include: sample marketing plans, SWOT analyses, database

lists and a sample media release format.

• Marketing budget template

• Competitor comparison table

• Competitor profiling table

• Media relations database

Marketing plan sample

1. Executive summary

2. Situation analysis

• Market summary

• Market demographics

• Market needs

• Market trends

• Market growth

• SWOT analysis

• Strengths

• Weaknesses

• Opportunities

• Threats

• Competition

• Services

• Keys to success

• Critical issues

• Historical results

• Macro environment
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3. Marketing strategy

• Mission 

• Marketing objectives

• Financial objectives

• Target markets

• Positioning

• Marketing mix

• Services offered

• Promotion

• Market research

4. Financials

• Sales forecast

• Expense forecast

5. Implementation

6. Conclusion

Analysis template

1. Begin with a statement of question, for example, “How rapidly can we deliver our 

product or service to ...?”

2. Identify current practices in Strengths and Weaknesses.

3. Then identify ideas and potential problems in Opportunities and Threats.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

• •

• •

• •

• •

Opportunities Threats

• •

• •

• •

• •



Competitor comparison table

Alternatively, you could set up a more detailed 
competitor-profiling table
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1.  List all aspects that you see most important to your industry

2.  0.3 x 6 = 1.8 (competitive score)

3.  Weighting Multiplier must total 100 per cent

4.  1.8 + ... (other competitive scores) = 8 (total competitive score)

1

2

4

3



Unique selling points (USPs) about your product/service

Questions template

Listed below are product features that are frequently incorporated into a USP:

•  Price,

•  Quality,

•  Packaging,

•  Service,

•  Distribution,

•  Location, and

•  Selection.

Questions to be asked: 

•  Which specific benefit does the customer get from purchasing our product?

•  What are our direct competitors offering?

•  What is distinct/unique about our own product/service (as compared to competitors’ products/services)?

•  Is the proposition compelling enough to attract new customers to our product/service?

•  What is the core element of our product/service?

•  Can we phrase our USP clearly and as one statement?

•  Can we keep the specific promise(s) of our USP?

•  Can we incorporate the USP in all aspects, especially communications of our business? and

•  What do our customers want?

Examples of USPs:

•  X will enable customers to integrate data from multi-platform applications,

•  Y is the highest quality product in the under $100 price range, and

•  Product Q delivers wireless networking at the fastest speeds on the market.
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Marketing budget sample spreadsheet
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Collateral templates - online and off-line - customer case study

An XY Case Study: Industry Sydney, XY May 2006

HEADLINE

<<Name of your business>> - provide a short paragraph on the background of your business,

when/how it was established and what product or service you provide.

Situation - describe an obstacle or opportunity gap that you identified in your business.  How did this

come about? 

Solution - As a result of identifying the obstacle or gap in your business, describe the solution that 

you implemented.

Benefits obtained - How did this benefit your business - did it grow your business, grow profits, 

efficiency?  How did your customers benefit?  

The future - Outline what the future of your business is going to look like and what goals you hope 

to achieve.

Media contacts

Joe Black Anthony Sample

Media Relations PR Company

(02) 8900 5000 (02) 1234 5678

joe.black@mediarelations.com.au anthony.sample@prcompany.net
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Product information

Product name

Product picture Description:

•

•

Specifications:

Features:

Benefits:

RRP:

Availability:

Awards won (if relevant):

About company:

Conditions:

Disclaimer:

Company information

About ...

XY is the worldwide leader in .... Since its foundation in... , XY’s high quality products have promised its 

customers ... (USP). In 2004 XY recorded revenues of AUD $... and has announced plans to increase this

figure to AUD $...

XY is listed on the Australian Stock Exchange and is based in .... It operates offices ..., ... and .... 

For additional information call 1-800-500-200 or visit the XY site at www.xy.com.au.

XY, the XY logo, (additional registered product names) are registered trademarks, both in Australia and 

overseas.  All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. C 2005 XY.  All right reserved.
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Corporate biographies

Company logo

Employee picture First name: 

Surname:

Position:

Company name:

(Employee name) is (position) for (company name), based in (location). 

Business profile (Company name) has been making a significant impact on the 

Australian IT market for years, since it launched its ... 

Role description In his role as (position) (employee name) is establishing liaisons with 

the corporation’s Asia Pacific partners.  His most challenging 

professional hurdle is ...

Previous engagements Before joining (company name) (employee name) held a position as 

+ hobbies GM of ...  In his free time (employee name) enjoys playing computer 

games and playing soccer.

Qualification (Employee name) holds a degree in XXX from university YYY.
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Advertising 

In marketing language, tombstone advertisement is a format which displays basic business information

through strictly non-persuasive and truthful means, i.e. using plain black font on a white background without

further graphical and opinionated content.  For instance, information such as product name, price, availability,

features and retailer trading hours will be sufficient to help consumers make an informed choice. 

Tombstone advertising is used when you do not have enough resources, like time or budget, to craft a more

elaborate piece. 

Manufacturer - Product Name

Feature 1 -

Feature 2 -

Feature 3 -

...

AUD $...

Distributed by ... 

Trading Hours ...

General advertising rules

1. Make it unexpected,

2. Make it visually arresting, and

3. Make it simple and clear.
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Links to photo and graphics libraries

Online search engines usually feature extensive image libraries, which can be used as an initial approach to

sourcing pictures or graphics. Unless the owner specifically allows free usage of their content, general 

copyright rules apply. 

www.google.com.au

www.yahoo.com.au

Businesses specialising in and offering pictures and graphics libraries can be found anywhere on the

Internet. Below are listed some:

http://creative.gettyimages.com/

http://www.legendimages.com.au

http://www.fotosearch.com.au
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Databases (and link to spam and Privacy Acts online)

Putting together databases is usually a painstaking and lengthy process, but one that is vital for a business’ 

marketing objectives.  Whether it is a mailout, addresses of registered customers or contacts of ICT journalists

that have been identified as having an interest in your products (the uses are manifold) the purpose is

always to store large volumes of information in an easily accessible format.  Regular updates are important

to keep the database in touch with a company’s outside world.
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Web: www.aiia.com.au
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